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THE PROSPECTS FOR UNEMPLOYMENT AND
INFLATION

I
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1, 1903

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, FINANCE AND URBAN AFFAIRS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC MONETARY POLICY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, st '' MITI., in room 2128,
Rayburn 1-16use Office .Building, Hon. Wa'. =:. Fauntroy (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Fauntioy, Cooper, and Hiler.
Chairman FAuritany. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our hearing today deals with an issue with which we should all

be deeply and constantly concerned: Unemployment and the pros-
pects for employment. In April, more than 11.3 million Americans
were without jobs, 1.9 million workers were working part time in-
stead of full time and 1.8 million people had dropped out of the job
market. The May figures 'that will come out next_ Friday will prob-
ably show little improvement.

Tragic as these figures are they actually understate the serious
levels of unemployment afflicting certain areas and'uoups of our
Nation. In States like Michigan, Illinois, and Indiana- -the industri-
al inidwestthe unernploymbne rate has been as high as 17 per-
cent. The unemployment situation is even worse in the black com-
munity wheke the (imemployment rate is 18.5 percent. While there
has been some imOrovement in the economy, many economists are
projecting that unemployment will remain high even after this re-
covery has been deemed a success, establishing a new higher base-
line of joblessness in this country.

One cannot exaggerate the social and personal costs of this situa-
tion;. the loss of valuable job experiences, especially for young
people who cannot find jobs; the loss of self-respect and hope
among older workers; the strains on families; the deteriorations in
physical-4nd mental health, and even the suicides and deaths. We
cannot afford policies that prolong unemployment. We need poli-
cies to bring about a sustained recovery and millions of new jobs.'

Monetary policy will be critical to the strength and duration of
the recovery. By itself, it cannot bring about a sustained recovery,
especially when this administration's fiscal and social policies are
so fundamentally unbalanced and misdirected. Monetary policy
should also be concerned with inflation. Nonetheless, a monetary
policy which is too timid or too fearful of future inflation will
hobble or even preVent a recovery. I expect our witnesses today to-
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Reserve will play, and what actions'
aken by the administratibn and Con-
Jloyment and assure a successful. eco-

I : sses can give us a better understanding
-of t re our industrial heartland, the changing

...! nec or !t. Q.. credit ttquirements of reviving compa
nit ,vhe-ht .=,,_ :ompanies will return to their previous
hi I :f ,,_-- , . in the aftermath of this economic cycle.

cm -- _- :stions, we have with us today the Honor-
At or la, ce Chairman, of the Federal Reserve Board,
ai ., ,1' Jas Keehn, president of the Federal Reserve
F V . Martin will address the prospects for unem-

Ltional level, and Mr. Keehn will testify on the-
fditions and prospects in the Chicago Federal Re-
ich includ-es all or part of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

Visconein. Voth Mr. Martin and Mr." Keehn are
-_, Federal Operl'Market Corrimittee, and will also dis-
Federal Reserve can do and is doing to reduce unem-

mf,

P--
r Fauntroy's opening statement and the subcommittee's

news release dated May .25, 1983, regarding Federal Reserve offi-
cials testifying on unemployment and inflation prOspecti, follow:]
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OPENING-STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE WALTER E. FAUNTROy
CHAIRMAN,: SUBCOMM1,TTEE ON OOMESTIC MONETARY POLICY
COMMITTEE OWBANKiNG, FINANCE AND URBANAFFAIRS

at Hearings on

THE"PROSPECTS FOR UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION

Wednesday, JUne 1,.,1983 -- 24O P.M.'
2i28 Rayburn House Office Building.'WashIngten D.C.

Ou-,hearing today deals with en issue with which we. shouid all be deeply
and constantly concerned: unemployment and the proinects ,for employment. In

April.:more:than 11.3 million Americans were without jobs. 1.9 million workers.

Were working 'part-time Instead of,fulltime, and 1.8 rilltioh, people had
dropped,00t of the job market. The May figures that will come out_ next Friday

will prObbiy show little Improvement.
,

Tragic es these'figures are, they actually understate thOTerious levels
of unemplOyment affliCting certain areas and groups of our nation., instates.
like Michigan. Illi nois,' and Indiana -- the Industrial midwest the- !.

unemployment rate has been es high as 17%. The unemployment situation Is even
worse In the black community, where the unemployment rate is 180%. While
there has been some improvement in the economy., many economists are projecting
that unemployment will remain high. even after this recovery has been deemed
success. establishing a new higher baseline of Joblessness In this country.

One cannot exaggerate the social and personal co=ts of this situation;
'the loss of valuable job experiences, especially for young people who cannot
_find Jobbrthe loss of self-respect and hope among older workers; the strains
on families; the deteriorations in physical and mental health; and even the
suicides and deaths: We cannot afford policies, that prolong unemployment; we
need policies to bring about a sustained recovery and millions of new jobs.

Monetary policy will be crit+cal to the strength and duration of the
recovery. By Itself. It cam) bring about a sustained recovery, especially
when this Administration's scal and social- policies are so fundamentally'

unbalanced and misdirect- . Monetary policy should also be concerned with

inflation. Nonetheless monetary policy which 4s too timid or too fearful

of fliture inflation hobble or even preveht a recovery. i expect our

witnesses -today to t 1 us the role the Federal Reserve will plaA, and what
actions they believ- must also be taken by the Administration and Congress, to
_bring down unemplo ant end assure a successful economic recovery.

I also hope hat our witnesses can give us e better understanding of-the
changing nature f our Industrial heartland. the changing needs of our
workforce. the C ROI- requirements of a reviving companies_ and whether these
companies will refbco_totheir previous high 'levels of employment In the
aftermath of this economic cycle.

To testify on these questions. we have with us today the Honor'able
Preston Martin. Vice Chairman of the Federal. Reserve Board...and the Honorable
SkrcsKeehn, President of the Federal ReserveBank of Chicago. Mr.Marlin
will eddress_the prospects for unemployment on the national_level, and Mr.
Keehn will.testify on the unemployment conditions and prospects In the Chlage-
Federal Reserve DIstrItt, which Includes all or part of Illinois. Indiana.
Iowa. 1.11chigan, and Wisconsin. Both Mr. Martin and Mr. Keehn are members of
the Federal Open Market tomoittee. and will also discuss what the Federal
Reserve can do magi Is doing to reduce unemployment. Gentlemen., welcome.

<-
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r FED OFFICIALS TO TESTIFYJON UNEMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS
FAUNTROY SUBCOMMITTEE TO HOLD HEARINGS ON UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION

(WASHINGTON. IT-C.} Congressman Walter E. Feuntroy -D.C.), Chairman of the

.SabsommItfee on Domestic MonetaryPOlicy Aaf,the House Banking Committee. today

,announced hearings on unemployment and Inflation prospects, with Federal

'Reserve board Viae Chairman Preston Martin and Chicago Federal Reserv043ank

President Silas Keehn as witnesses. Thesb oversight hearings Wjif expiere

what the Federal Reserve exPects unemployment and employment will bei'in the

MOntha'ahead, and what It IS doing and should dojo bring about a stroll

recovery and lower usemplOymest. The hearlpbs will be held at 2.00 P.M. on

Wednesday; June In Room 2222 of the Rayburn House Office Building In

Washington

Moriotary policy can hey0 A powerful and et times devastating of feet on

unemployment 'and jobs." Mr. Feuntroy said. "We must assure that the Federal

Deserve is at least as conscious of and concerned about the employment

consequences of what it does as It in with the inflation consequences. With

more than 11 mPllion Americans out of work, we cannot afford a monetary policy

that does not give 'high priority to reducing unemployment- Our hearing will

provide on with the Opportunity to find out from Preston Martin, Vice Chairman

of the Federal Reserve Doard, what the Fed is forecasting In ter.ms of

unemployment And inflation. and what it la doing `to bring down unemployment as

well ns inflation. It also give us the opportunity to find out from

Silas Kuehn, President of the Federal Reserve Dank of Chicago. what employment

ibroXpeCtS are in the industrial midwest, one of the areas hardest hit by this

recession."
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Chairman FAUNTROY.- Gentlemen, ,welcome. We are extremely
pleased to have you at this most propitious moment in our coun-
try's effort to 'recover economically. I am going to yield at this time
to my distinguished colleague, Mr. I-Tiler, for a brief comment,

Mr. HmEri. I thank '.the chairman for yielding and wish to ap-
plaud him for holding, these hearingd. In fa-et, the entire series of
hearings we have had this year concerning the relationship of Mon-
etary policy to the economic well-being of our country.

This particular hearing ,today on unemployment, I think, is most
appropriate bebause, after all real economic groWth and lower un-
employment are two goals that we_all share, even if we may differ
on the best way to get there.

In that regard, I would like to 'submit for the record, Mr. Chair -'
man, if I might, an article that appeared in the Wall Street Jour-
nal, Monday, May 9, 1983, by Herbert Stein.

Chairman, FAUNTROY. Without objection, so ordered.
The article referred to follows:1

CJ
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Mr:HILER. I thank the Chairman. I look forward to this hearing.
----hairrnarT-R-trzhanic you.- I acknowre-Wtp-i---)resnce

also of our colleague, Mr. Barnard.
Mr. Martin, we are very pleased to have you. You ma teed.

Voi& have-your statement in hand,

STATEMENT OF HON. PRESTON MARTIN, VICE CHAIRMAN,
BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

. ,
Mr. -MAEriii. Thank you, Mr. ChairmEtn.
I would ask the indulgence of the committee to enter into the

record the complete statement which was sUbmitted_td the commit-
tee at the appropriate time in order to optimize the committee's
time. . I ,

I will read only portions of my statement and attempt to aid and
abet that as I go, being aware of the busy schedule of the chairman
'and the members.

Chairman FAuNTRoy. Without objection, your statement will be
entered in its-entirety in the read- .

.

_ Mr. MARTIN. Thank you Mr. CM-airman.
d

The Federal Reserve is pleased to be called upon to discuss with
the committee the present high rate of unemployment. '

As the chairman has indicated, and as Congressman Hiler has
reiterated in the introduction, today's unernploynient situation is
worthy of consideration.

The measures which could be and are being employed to bring
down the level of unemployment repreVent a very appropriate ob-
jective for consideration at this,time.

The chairman has cited the, underemployment which exists In
our economythe geographic distribution of unemployment and
underemployment. He has indicated that among the minority labor
forces the incidence has been particularly severe. -,

And we at the Federal Reserve certainly share with the commit-
tee the concern with' regard to the social costs of this persisting
high unemployment. C rtainly the price in that sense, the social
sense, paid- by the in vi ual unemployed and their families. has
been quite high. And are aware that monetary policy has a role
to play in the overall set of policies dealing with this problem.

We cannot gloss over the extensive strains in the society_ which
the level of unemployment and underemployment has brought
forth.

In my view, the Federal Reserve can contribute to alleviating the
overall situation on a macroeconomic basis, but there are issues
that It cannot address in the establishment of an environment for
sustained improvement in economic activity and employment.

At the present time the committee, is acutely aware that our
economy is emerging from a most trying and difficillt period. We
seem to overwork ,the concept of transition, but we certainly- con-
tinue to go airough one.

Throughout the seventies, we were afflicted by the twin evils of
decreasing prItzluctivity and increasingly-virtilents inflation, and by
the end of the dece they were threatening to undermine our
economy in some very fundamental ways.



The underlying inflation rate had accelerated to the double-digit
level, stayed there for many- quarters, and seened4 likely to, be.
higher.

Speculative behavior of various kinds was spreading into the
decisiorunaking processes of consumers, of savers, of investors, of
business firms, and even in the deliberations of this body.

The dollar had weakened considerably in Toreign exchange mar-
kets, and inflation was beginning to be viewed as a permanent
factor, in #ur economy. Inflationary expectations,were exerting an
ncreasingly strong hold-on our behavior.
The worsening of inflation in this sense did the application of

restrictive policies necessary to bring inflation under Control-Inti-
mately culminated in a .prolonged period of economic stagnation
and -because inflation had become so deeply 'embedded in our econ-'
orny, prices kept rising even in 1980 and 1981 when :The_ economy_
was falling into recession.

In 1982, however,,th0 application of policies to combat inflation
'began to bear sUbstantial fruit. The committee is,aware of the.fa-
vorable trends in all the major price indices since 1981, and this I
won't take your time to review those.

It is true that some of our progress against inflation is special,
pertaining to agriculture or to energy markets. However, as you
are aware, there have been indications of more, fundamental gains
as the wage-price interactions that had-helped perpetuate inflation
tivoughout the 1970's for some time have been losing their momen-
tum.

A slower rate of increase in labor cost is relieving pressures on
prices and should have a pOsitive effect on the demand for labor. A
slowing of prices is dampenifig, in a circular way, inflationary ex-
pectations and relieving workers' fears of falling behind in an infla-
tionary spiral.

Curbing the momentum of inflation is now beginning to have a
salutary effect on real.activity that had long been anticipated. The
halving of inflation rates during 1982, together with 4 number of
other factors, contributed to substantial declines in interest rates
over the second half of last year As a result, activity began to im-
prove last summer in housing_ Gains in consumer spending gained
momentum last 'fall and in recent months, as you know., a broad
number of other economic indicators have been-pointing toward a
further strengthening of our economy. It is noteworthy that barom-
eters of consumer attitudes and of business sentiment have strong-
ly improved, and increases in production and the work week and in
sales are now apparent in a wide range of industries.

The price and employment developments since the beginning of
the year have been broadly in line with the economic expectations
that we ,reported to you from the members of the Federal Open
Market Committee, Mr_ and which were included in our
February monetary policy report. The general thrust of those pro-
jections you may recall was that activity and employment were ..x-

pected to expand ht a moderate rate thi4 year and that the pace of
reco.%ry would be consistent with further progress toward price ,
stability. With the .recovery apparently gaining momentum in
recent months, I believe there is an excellent chance that this



year's economie performance will be at least_ as-gocidEis we:project,
id in -mid-February.

The committee kfiows that at the same tune -a number of poten-
tial obstacles to sustaining this economic growth were apparent in
February and are apparent today. Despite the favorable economic
developtnts of the past few months, those obstacles still confront
us. Foremost among these is the prospect that Federal-bUdget defi-
cits will persist at very-substantial levels in the years: ahead, even
as the economy moves well into its expansionary stage. The Feder-
al deficit irk the current fiscal year, as you blow- is eitpectict to
excel 6 petcent of GNP and unless constructiveatction is taken,

e will remain extremely large in the years ahead. .

ause of these prospective mega-deficits, interrnedia
and long- term interest, rates remain high, both as to their htor
cal levels and relative to current inflation rates.

And financial- markets .remain unsettled reflecting concerns -a
the deficits will keep 'pressures on interest rates and eventually
lead to a renewed surge of price inflation.

To controlling ibe sure, the task of controllng inflaton and restoring growth
should not be viewed as a responsibility of monetary policy alone.
Fiscal- policy too must do its .,part and 1.am- well: that this
committee, the Congress and the administration;- are- alt sensitive
to the dangers of the looming budget deficits. At the same-time the
events of recent weeks illustrate the great difficulties of reaching,
and maintaining a consensus on how- best to reduce the deficits:

ile mindful of these difficulties, I would respectfully urge you to
continue seeking positive Solutions that mitigate the danger:4 asso-
ciated with persistent huge structural deficits.

Of course, there are other obstacles to continued econonlic recov-
ery. The current difficulties in the world economy, a world market
into which we have become increasingly integrated in the pest
decade, is notable. Poor economic conditions in 'foreign nations as
well as a strong dollar have limited ,U.S, exports in the past 2
years. '.I would wish to cite' a recently released report "Domestic
Emploplient Generated by U.S. Exports" prepared by the Office of
Trade and Investment Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce,
which indi tea that e number of Americans in export-related
jobs declined . Ilion in 1980 to 4.9 million tn 1982.

What matters most hough is not the pace of the recovery in
these, its first--few.months, but whether we can achieve a broad-
b d and sustained expansion. It is to that end that our current

s must be directed.
ry and fiscal policies must necessarily share responsibility

or ong run state of the economy, but at the same. time we
should- be fully aware of the particular ways in which monetary
policy can influence the, economy and of the ways in which mone-
tary policy's influence is limited.

Economic analysis shows rather convincingly, I believe, that
monetary policy can be a contributing-factor in the rate of growth

`^-in nominal income, but there is no certainty that a particular mon-
etary policy will have the intended effect on real economic activity
and employment, particularlYin the long run.

One of the lessons learned in the past decade is that there is no
reliable tradeoff, between inflation rand unemployment and, be-.



. cause the dangers of inflation- were neglected far too long, the proc-
ess of mifivtng back toward a more stable price environmpnt- his
become-quite lengthy and very costly. .- _ .

We would all agree, I think, that what we want ultimately for
nut citizens is an _eiffironinerit of rising real incomes and expand-
ing job opportunities.

I am convinced that the best way the Federal Reserve can help
achieve that end is by working_to establish the kind of noninfla-
tionary economic expansion that can be sustained for a long period.
Given an economy in which theit is confidence of continued pike
stability, a steady rise in employment and in hiring standards islikely to follow. _

There remain, Mr. Chairman, the difficult questions- of the
extent to which the present recovery might reduce unemployment
and conversely, to the extent to which "structural," as well as`
"frictional," unemployment would still persist even when the econ-
omy has returned to its long-run non-inflationary growth path.

The concept of structural' unekaplo3apent is obviously a usefule in this regard,
Suctural unemployment has long been a problem, as the corn-
ittee chairman has indicated, for ceilain groups mho -often lack

the training' needed in a rapidly changing labor forCe. But, stnic-
ural unemployment also arises as patterns of labor demand shiftm response .to changing population patterns, technological ad-

vahces, and increased competitiveness in international markets.
icallf these structural changes occur adually with 'dimin-ig-r

ished employment in some regions and in ustries- being offset by
expansion of job opportunities in other are

Occasionally, though, it is speeded up, as it appears to in recent
quarters. Because it takes time for dislocated workers to obtain
new training, as Congressman Miler indicated, and >to revise wage

. expectaticts, the spells of unemployment for these workers tend to
be partic. rly long.

Unfortunately, monetary and fiscal policies are ill-equipped to
deal with the special problems of structural unemployment. How-
ever, over time a number of programs have evolved to address the
difficulties of the structurally unemploYed:

The approaches taken are well_known. They have included train-
g, educational prog-rams, relocation assistance, income maLrite-

nance, and speciaLagb creating policies.
We are still laFning whether some of these approaches, when

carefully crafted to -encompass the = cooperative actions of business,
labor, government, including State and local government, can -con-4
tribute to a real easing of the unemployment problems that con-front us.

A particular challenge for the period ahead will be to adapt
these several approaches so as to best aid those workers displaced
by the rapid changes now occurring in our industrial and services
sectors.

In co clu-sion, Mr. Chairman,- monetary policy best serves by con-truing be focused on fostering a lasting expansion in business
activity thin the framework of continued prog-ress against infla-tion. .



At the same time, we recce ully43ur responsibilities in pro-
Moting safety and soundness In cial institutions and in the fi-
nancial markets, and in supporting -a strengthening of the interne.-
tional financial system on valich so much of our expoit jobs _

depend.
This Nation has experienced 'this most difficult adjustment proc-

ess of restructuring for a more productive, less inflationary econo-
my, after a decade of low productivity and destructive inflationau
pressures. The human and economic. costs of this disinflationary
process have cbeen high. We cannot step back now from our cora-
-mitments and thus jeepardi2e the gains we have garneied to date.
The health and sustainability of the economic recovery depends, of
course, on monetary policy_, but also on fiscal policy, in particular
on whether policymakers car' reduce the dangers of massive out-
year budget deficits.

With a responsible fiscal, policy to complement the monetai
policies now in place, I am confident that the recovery can prove a
durable one associated with rising living standards and increased
employment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FAUNTROY. Thatk you Mr. Martin.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Martin follows:]
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_
-Am pleased to have this 'opportunity to discuss

the Curren -employmept:aituationf:Which, quite

matter.of:great. cOncern-both=to the=membere of this Mittee

And to. the Federal Reserve. -As you are well aware, the

allion,,s'uneMp'loyment:rate reached a postwar high during the
.

. ,. .

..
_

recent recession; and althoughlabor-'demand is now strengtheningi

°tIenth-of our abor force was still unemployed-when the

most recent labor market surveys werconduceed in mid-April.

..Similar.problems of high unemplpyment characterize our trading.

partner nations because.pf a long period of slow growth in the

world economy.

This recen period of hi61unemployment has disrupted

the liVes of milli° 1 -ling workers and their families.-

Many persoaas who held.jobstbaye lost them in the wake of

declining economic activity. Others, seeking jobs for the

-firSe'timec have been unable to find them, and have instead

fallen into the ranks of the unemployed. Still others,' dis°

cburaged by poor,labPr market conditions, nave dropped out of -

labor'force altogether.

dbviously, an employment situation r reate

extensive strains within our society. We can pain- with

conaiderable-firide.to our Success in reducing inflat

the last two years. .However, that gain would _esent-,

phi partial success if it.were to leave a large a of=

our workforce-outs ,-the-ma
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extended per theref

Share 'ifhis committee's ihte st
-of the current employment situat

hich;it might be constructively

day 1 will focus _-on the broad

t the federal Re5Crve

exploring the dimenions

in caking way_in'

ddressed In'my rerderks-:

ensihns of the economic

tuation, particularly-as it, ffects' labor markets, and--

AndiCate What, inmY'view, the Federal Reserve_ can

do - -and cannot doe -to help establish a Climate for sustainaole
4k,

improvement in econopic actioity,and'emploYment.'-:,My-colleague

r. Silas Keehn, president.of the Pidoral Reser4.7"e saniCtlf._

will thon.focus on thelpartcular emOloymentr:problqms
k-

several of.thOstates within his Reserve- Bank's district-e:

At the present time-our,economy is emergingjro

most ryiiig and difficult period. Throughout the 1970S-we

were afflicted by en increasingly virulent inflation that
' :

:'by the end of the decade, was tnreataning to Undermine our

economy in rather fundamental ways the Ainderliying inflation

rate had accelerated to the double-digit level and seemed

likely -to go pigher price specniation was sp.-reading into

the decision-making processes of botp businesses'and consumers

and 'the dollar had weakened considerably in foreign exchange

Markets. An-even more- troubling development was that high

inflation-wascOMihg to be viewed -as a permanent feature of

bur-economy: more and_more, inflation was being built into

the structure of interest r es,_ and ;rising inflationary



cation ve polcies necessary to bring inflaton
_ -

SnderoOnt eventually .culminated prblOnged period

ec gnomic seagnad1oh, Prilhalence-;: from-mid7i97T-to

Was littlerhan -reel outputi,

-
.

1 subStdntiailybeneath its potential to produce;

_dor-...1garketo the-total number of unemployed workers

/2 million from

unemployment:rate -rescheda maximum of:10.8 percent? about_

perceletage pairs shove the lowest point reached during

economic expansion of the late 1970

The long period of economic

unkmployment affected most.industries,,-regions, occupation

anri,demagraphip grodps. The moat seriou pact', however,

as felt bY_the-cyclidelly sensitive construction:and durable

and rising_.

goods mannfecturing industries, omny of which-al.reedywere,

facing difficult transitions because of heightenedcompetition

foreign pro-decors-. In some key..sectors--indluding

steel, autos-, lumheroperat ng rates fell to extremely-

low levels;' and economic hardghips became widespread in

communities that were dependent- on-'these induStries, Unemploy-

ment rose especially rapidlytsm n- adult men,,who hold a

disproportionate number of jobs in the'durOble:goodsprodue

industries. Among blackS and:teenagershemplOyment rose
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further from rates that "a

average. As the period o

prolpnged the number pf lon-term

eady were far above the

economic -recesion beca e more,.

unemployed rose n-

,excptionelly:high leyel

At thesame time, des ite=a_discouraging labor.
, -

market AtilatiOn, overall, there, continue.Vobe signs of

-underlying employment stability in several-AAOt9ff.--anci
...=

even a few,pookets'ef vitality--as tYie rapid growth of, new

industries led to' expanding job opportunitie llor'exaMple,
.

the service sector 'of the economy continued to grow out

the receszion and now employs 1-1/2 million more, people

did at the beginning of 19E10. over that'petiedi the

9
of puters in our economy increased.especially. rapidly, and

use

the number of workers Poviding computer and data_ processing

services,- ,though still a small share of total employment, has

isen by more tnan a fourth in the past three years.

Because inflation had become so.deeply'Bmbedded

our econoMy, prices kept riding rapidly in 1980 and 19

,even as'the economy was falling into ree ssiOn.

980 remained near the double-digit:level

he 'slowing; "of prices was_mainlyconfined,to

of the economy.
4,-

in 1982, however, the application of popolicies LC

combat inflation began to bear. substantial fruit. The
=

_

of price advances became more widespread and potentially more



1 acing, as elf. 10i-p

slowerE rates than S 1981-

`increases

exes:Advanced-at Ronsiderab

For some price- measures the

ih 1982 were the smallest in more than a decade;'

and- price. developments nave continued

-into early 1983.

reflected.

to be quite favorable

It is true that part,of that sloydown in inflati

he influence of special - ,developments inTagricul

and energy markets. -noweyer, there -haVe also been strong

ions of more fund_ al.galus, es the wage- pricer

in trectdons that had helped perpetuate inflation through

the 1970s began lesing their momentum. -Many businesses-have-

been adapting thbir pricing policies-to the realities of a

mode competitive_and.iess inflationary ,conomy. Work rules;_y

are changing as firms striveto bolster, productivity .ankl';trim

costs. At the same time, workers are agreeing to smaller

pdy increases than in earlier years; buts happily, with -_

inflation falling so rapidly, the slowing of nominal wage_

increases generally has neen-coaSistent with gains in-real

purchasing pewer.,- A slower rate of.- Lacrease in labOr co

is relieving pressures on prices, and-in turn a ilbwing Of

prices is damping inflationary1%pectations and relieving
-

workers' fears 'of falling behind-in an inflationary spiral

For,the time being, at least, this eUmulatiVe

process of disinflation:appears

adjustments so far this year hav = - =en fielding at areduced

be continuing. Wage



pace sialilar:to that .of late 1982, and recent price elOp-

ments have beesb xceptfonally encouraging'. The consumer price,

index rose at about a 2 trereent annual rate, over the first

'four months of this year, and the producer pricI eindex actually

:fell at nearly, a 4 peftent annual rate during that.same perdiod.

.AlthoUg hese .price data were inelus:nced in part by declihind

oil prices early, in the year4-,ther alio ard ing a

continued easing_in,underlying -inflationary trends.

Curbing 'the momentum of inflation is now beginning,,

to "lave-the salutary effects on real activity that had long

been anticipate'd.,The h hg f inflation rates diirind 1982.-
. 4

as well as a number of.other faotOrs; contributed to 'subtantial
,

declines in interest rates over thp second half/of last year

=as:a result, activity began to improve last summer ih-housingr-

gaihs ih consumer upending staxtedAo appear last fail; and

in recent months a broad number of other economic indicators

i_have been pointing to a strengthening onomy. Barometers

consumer attitudes and business sentiment ar_ trongly,i

proved, and increases in prochiceion and hales are now

rent in a wide range of industriott_

The upturn In economic activity h in turd, led

some firming oflabor market' conditions. The rate of

layoffs began slackening in late 1982, and the unemployment

'rate, has started to comma down -from kts peak level. Total

payroll employment has increased by ab0,000 since the
_ _
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end of last year, with more than one -third of. hose ge'ns,

coming in the manufacturing sector,' in which emp1-olrmen _had

previously declineb steadily for a Year:arid a-half. So far,
=

the gains have been aBout.average for the Zarly stagei of a

recovery.

The price employment devlopmen:

beginning of thp year have been broadly in line with- the,-

economic'expectations held by ,members 8f theFederal Open_ -

Committee and included in our February monetary policy

to the Congress. The general thrust of those projec-,

ttona-, you may recall, was' -that activity and ,amployment were

expected to expand at a moderate rate this year and that the

pace of the recovery would-be consistent with further progress

toward priceseability: :with the recovery apparently gaining

momentum in recent months, believe that there is an_excellent:

chance that this year's economic performance will be, at least

as_good:as was projected in mid-February.

At the same time, a number of potential obstacles,

to sustained economic growth were apparent when the moneta

policy report was prepared, anadespitethe favorable acono c

developments of the past fpw,=monthsi those obstacles= till`

confront us today. Foremot among these, is the prospect

that Federal budget deficits will persist at very substantial
. -

levels in 'the years ahead,,'even,as the economy moves well

into an exon. The federal deficit in the current fiscal
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peered to -%ceed 6- percent of GNP, and urns eon-.

action is taken, .this share will remain ext5emely

years aheath., In part because df these prpsPec-

tive-meoa-d- cits, intermediate and long-term interest rates

remain high re.la ve both to their =historical %vela- -and

rgiatIve;tocure nflatiOn rates, dod_fieancial markets

.remain unsettled; reflecting concerns-that the def

keep, pressures or-.interest rate's and eventually lead to.a

renewed surge of-price inflation.

concernzCiabutl-a, budget-induced resurgence of nfla-

tion is symptomati&:b more widespread' -and still' persistent

fear.that inflati-On_11 sqOPen brought under control onlY

porarily and that ilr.escalate again once a new expansion

has -gained -mOmentumoe..Considerable extent, that

arises from more tha dicade of failed efforts to reduce

inflation for more than brief periods; and because such /

expectations of inflation are still very much in evidence,

we 41.16C he especially prudent in designing monetary poAic#

to the period ahead. In particular, focusing monetary policy

solely on the need for rapid.growth and iYioring the still-

present threat of inflation would risk surrendering

gains that we have made against inflation at such a h

social cost.

To be sure,-the task of controlling inflation and

rest ring growth should not be viewed as the responsibility
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ry policy alone. Fiscal pol cye- too4-must-dk?,i
%

Am well aware that Congress and the Administration

are sensitive to the.dangers of the looming budget deficits;

but at the same time the ev-n4s of recent "-weeks illustrate

the great difficuities of reaching 'a consensus .06'hOw best:

to reduce these deficits. 'While mindful of these difficul'-

ties, -I would strongly 'urge you to continue seeking positive

solutions that.mitigate the dangers associated with perpisten

h ge structural deficits,

-

,Other obstacles to an economic recovery reflect

current difficulties in the world economy, into which we

have hecoele increasingly integrated in the past decade.

Poor economic:sonditiont in foreign*nations, as well as a

strong dollar, have limited U.S. exports in the -past two

years and.have contributed importantly to the loss of jobs

in several of:bur basic industries. This external drag on

our economy, if it were to continue, would be an impediment

tc"venewedexpansion in the U.S. econom Perhapd an even
)

More serious-development is that the-tierolonged period of slow

growth worldwide has exacerbated debt-servicing problems in

thedevelopinp nations and is-causing a rise in prate-Ater-0:st-

sentiment in the industrial nations. The dangers inherent-

in

are

economic situation are substantial; -but they

not insurmouhtable and I remain hopefulthst we can :.

deal with them 'successfully through the cooperatil.w efforbs

of private"- and public institutions.



So long as'we "make progrosstoward.sblying these

difficulties,- both,at home and in the international arplag

ttre most likely Outcometorureconomywill be tHat of

expanding activity and declining. unemployment. Those gainS;

of. course, may not'be.steady from month to Month and will

nbt,Thoulu evenly in all sectOrs.1Indeed,-because of the

afresSes and uncertainties Sp bed by jnany years ol high

inflation and 'slow growth4many bu,sieesses will.likely be

.hesitant' -to expand investment and employment until there are/

more convincing signs that the recovery will prove lastin

"...Unemployment, therefore, will probably still be at a high

level at the end of this year.

What matters most, though.,

every in its,first few toritns, but whether wa,can achieve

a broad-based and sustained expansion; and it'ist0 that

e pace of the

end that our eurrenX policies'must be directed. Monetary

.,end,fiseal policies must necessarily share responsibility
1

for the long.run 'state of the economy, but at the same time

we should .be fully aware of the particular ways in which

monetary policy can influence the economy and of the Way_s_in_

which,its influence is limited.

Economic analysis shows rather convincingly, I'

believe thdt monetary licy can be a contributing factor -

determiping,therate Of growth in nominal, income, b that

there is no certainty that a,partiOUlar monetary policy'



have :the intended effect economic Otivity'and

employment particulat,ly in the _long run.- One of the lessons

dearnedin the past decade is that 'there:is reliable

, and-be_trade -off between inflation anppemple.i.,men

the dangers of inflation wee ne -cted far too logg_the

process of moving back toward a more stable price environment

has become quite lengthy and very costly_:

e would- all agred think, that,what we wane.

y for oucitizefns is an environment_ of rising real'ultimate

incomes and expanding job oppprtunitiest 1 am convinced

that the oast way the Federal Reserve.can help achieve that
/,

end is by working to establish the kind of nonihflationary,

economic expansion -that can be sustained for a long period-.

Given'an economy in which there is confidence of _continued .

price stability,'a steady rise in employment and-in living

ndardsis- likely to follow=

there remain, Mr. Chairman, the difficult question_

of the extent to which the Predent recovery might redOce

up mployment and, conversely, the: eAent to which 7structura

well. as " ictional," unemployment.would still-persist even:

when the 060nOmy has. returned to.its .longrun.poninflatiohery:.

thcath.

The.concept- structural unemployment =is obviously

1 one-in that it seeks to-identify thst.pertion of total

unemployment, that is less related,to the pordel workings of



the bUsiness cycle and fpr whic_spicialu-pro rams that seek

to attain a better m'atch between workers and jobs might pro.ve

effactive.=

Structural unemployment has long been .a problem among

certain groupsteenagers, for examplawho oftan lack the

training needed in a rapidly changing:labor force. But, -it

also arises as pattetbs "of labor --demand .shitt in association

with such.factors aschangingpopulatian -patterns, technological

advances, and the increased competitivenass in .internationqj

kets.- Typically, these structural changes occur gradually,

ith-diminished employment in some regions and industries

being Offset by:an expansion of job_ opportunities in other

areas Esecauseit takestiee for dislocated workers to obtain

new training, to relobate, or to revise their wage expectations.,

the spells of unemployment for these workers tend to be

clear-out

In pra: ce, unfortunately, there has nevertieen a

analytical or statistical a inction between structu a

unemployment and cyclical unemployment, and attempting to apply

the distinction is especially difficdlt in tho,current period.
.

It may well be, for inatanoa, that structural chanbe haS'o urred

at an unuaually rapid pace in' recant years, andrhatome

industries will continue to fall well short of their previous

peak levelssaf activity, even-with a healthy anctsUstained

Presumably, someeconomic recovery. of the workers displaced

28



frOm:those indubtr_ s will discover new eMployment opportunities

in sectors that-are-expanding, such as the high-technologY
7,7

industries.- But such employment shifts take time, and there

is legitimate concern about whether thenew- `industries can

absorb expeditiously tne'workers dislocated -from declining,

industrieS, especially given-differences in geographic location

end required job skills. =,

Our historical experiencesuggeits that a portion of

today's- unemployment problem--probablY a sizable portion -can

best be alleviated:through macroeconomic policies designed to

encourage a sustainable recovery in activity, and some of the

problems that now appear structural may disappear as activity

recovers. Nevertheless, appearg that-a siqnificant unem-

ployment problem is likely to persist. even in a Steadily expand-

ing economy, In the 'late 1976a, for instance, the unemployment

rate dipped only slightly below the 6 percent mark, even after

four years of economic expension,'and at present; it does not

seem likely that the rate will drop back to that level any

time soon, Indeed, the difficulties of-reducing unemployment

in the period ahead may be exacerbated by the deep-seated.'

and perhepa=-irreversible", -changes that are affecting many of

our Primary industries,._

Unfortunately, monetary and fiscal polidies are

ill-equipped to deal With the special problems of-structural

-However, over time a number of programs-haveunemployment.



evolved to addresS the difficulties ot the structurally

unemployed. The approaches taken have included trainin4 and

educatlonal programs, relocation assistance, andspecial job

creating policies. We are still learnimg,Whether some of

these approaches, when carefully crafted to:encompass the -

cooperative -actions of business, labor, and government, can

contribute to an easing of the unemployment-,problems that

confront. us. A particular challenge for the period ahead will

be to adapt these approaches po.as to best aid those workers

displaced by the rapid changes now occurring in-oU'riindestrial

sector,

conclusion, M . -Chai mane monetary.policy,beat

serves by continuing to be focused on- fostering a lasting

pension' in business activity within the framework.of continued

progress against inflation. -At the same time'werecognize

fully our responsibilities yin promoting safety and soundness

in the financial markets and in suppOrting a strengthening of

the international financial system, This nation has experienced
4

the difficult adjustment process of restructuring for a produc-

tive, less inflationary economy after a decade of low productiv

and destructive inflationary pressures.. The human and economic

costs of this disinflation ' process have been high. Ws cannot

step back now-from our commitments and thus jeopardize the

gains that we taVe garnered to date. The health and sustain-

ability,of the economic recovery depends., of codrse, not only

on

on

mut-yeat budget deficits. With a responsible fiscal policy t_

complement the monetary policies nowin place, I am confident

that the recovery:can prove a durable one, associated with

rising living, standards and -increased employment.

monetary policy, but also on fiscal-policy, in particular

Whether policYmakers can reduce the dangers of Massive



Chairman FAUNTROY. 'We will move on to Mr. Keehn
went, after which we will have questions.

STATEMENT OF IION. SILAS ICZEHEN, PRESIDENT, FEDERAL.
CRESERVE BANK OF`-

Mr. KEEinL Thank you Mr. Chairman.
A copy of the full text of my statement has been livered to the

committee. .In the interests of 'saving your time and, if the committee would
prefer, I would be pleased to provide' a briefer summary of my
statement.

Chairman FAUNTROY. If you would do so, it would be appreciated.
Your statement in its entirety will be included-in the record.

Mr. lizEnN. Thank you very much.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee

today to discuss the prospects for unemployment. I hope that my
comments will be useful to this subcommittee in its important de-
liberations.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago serves the Seventh.Federal-
e District, comprising all of Iowa, an_ d major portions of Illy

nois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin.
My testimony today will concentrate on this fiVetate area
The district has encountered serious economic difficulties for the

past 4 years, commencing roughly with the Iranian oil embargo of
1979. Trouble had been building under the surface for a much
longer period, but prior to 1979 our region was still generally pros-
perous. Previous business recessions since World War II _impac
the region seriously, but activity always rebounded to new high
a year or so once a recov ry was firmly underway. Since 1979 there
have been no sustained recoveries. llov7Vter, evidence even in our
area is steadily accumulating that a durable recovery is now, under-
way.

Trends in onemployment provide our best available indication of
the state of economic health in our district. In March, the latest
month for which consistent data are available for all of our States,
nonfarm payroll employment nationally was 2 percent below
March 1982, while in the district if was down 3 percent.

Manufacturing employment was down 6 percent from-a year ear
her nationally and down 8 percent in the district. Despite some
callbacks in the auto and building material industries, total em-
ployment has risen only modestly in the district since March and
employers offer_ little hope of a significant upturn in the near
future.

The trend of employment is particularly disturbing when vi
over a longer tine_ span. In March nonfarm payroll employment in
the United States was 1 percent below March 1979. In the district
it was down 10 percent

From 1947 through 1979 payroll employment increased national-
ly at a compotinded rate of 2.3 percep annually. If this trend had
continued, payroll employment, nationally, Would be about 9 per-
cent higher currently than in early 1979 rather than 1 percent
lower. From 1947 through 1979 employment in the district in-
creased at a 1.7-percent annual rate. If this trend had continued,



employment in the district would be 7 percent hi er now rather
than 10-percent lower.

-Very. simply, we have had a negative gap in em oyn3ent in the
Midwest, and with the passage of time the_magnitude of the gap
has 6een increasing.

)n March unemployment as estimated at 10.3 percent of the
labor force nationally and 12.5 percent in the five-State area with a
range of from 9.8 percent in Iowa to 15.7, percent in Michigan.
of the data for the individual states for the month of April are not
yet available, but in_Michigan =the unemployment rate in April had --
declined to 14.9 percent. In early 1979 unemployment was less seri-
ous in the district than was the case nationally. Since then the
problem has become relatively More serious in our area and sub-
stantially so-

Unemployment problems vary_ by locality. In the past year or
two jobless rates have been estimated at 15 to over 20 percent for
industrial centers such as Rockford, Ill.; Gary, Ind.; Dubuque, Iowa;
Flint, Mich.; and Racine, Wis. Unemployment is chronically high .
among the minority groups in large cities, especially Chicago and
Detroit.

Unemployment is particularly high for teenagers compared to
adults and for blacks relative to whites.

One pattern of unemployment, however, has shifted in the past 2
years, both nationally as well as regionally. Historically jobless
rates were lower for men than women. Currently jobless rates are
higher for men. The main reason is that unemployment has been
heaviest and most prolonged in durable goods manufacturing and
in construction, sectors where female workers are relatively few.

The current recession has repeated the course of earlier declines
with the heaviest lay s in the most cyclical industries, hard goods
manufacturing an nstruction. The main difference this time is
the long duration x the problem coupled with increasing concern
that cyclically depressed industries will never fully recover, at least
not in .the form in which they existed prior to 1979. Many factories
in our area have been closed and demolished.

Population in the district has been growing:some-what less rapid-
ly than in the Nation for quite some while. However, in ie 1970's
this disparity increased In the period from 1970 to 1930, growth
was 11.4 percent for the United States as a whole and 4.2 percent
for the five State_ s. From.1980 to 1982, U.S. population rose 2.2 per-
cent while the five-State area declined by 0.3 percent. Indiana,
Iowa,-and Michigan all lost population in the period between 1980
and 1982. The reduction or reversal of population growth reflects
in large part the Migration of jobseekers to the south and to the
west. Fewer people mean less need for all consumer goods and serv-
ices including housing. Fewer workers are required to supply these
needs when the population grows at a slower pace or declines.

In a large degree, the relative increase in unemployment in the
Seventh Federal Reserve District' reflects the composition of indus-
try and distribution of employment in the region. in 1978 153 per-
cent of the Nation's nonfarm payroll employment was in the five-
State area Somewhat more than its proportion of the Nation's pop-
ulation. That year these States accounted for 19.3 percent of the
Nation's employment in manufacturing, and 23.4 percent of em-
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ploynieit In durable man Within durable goods,
these' States accounted or much larger proportions of employment
in steel, 'motor vehicles,_and equipment for agriculture, construc-
tion, metal working, ruining, rail transportation, and recreation,

In the past 4 years all of the durable goods industries reduced
employment sharply, especially those that are dominant in our
trict.' Moreover, in many cases the district's share of the Nations
emploYment in these industries declined.

Among the causes, as we view them, are the Generally
depreosed conditions always 'affect durables more severely-, bot
consumer and producer goods. Reduction in demand has been in-
tensified by high interest rates and increased the 'cost of financing
long-lived _equipment In addition, low farming for 3 successive
years has can ed farmers- to curtail purchases of `equipment pre-
dominantly manufactured in our district.

The -energy crisis has . had a particularly severe impact on the
district High fuel costs have deterred outlays on motor vehicles
and recreational equipment. Moreover, the district imports most of
its fuel from other States and abroad, and it has a relatively small
involvement in the apparatus associated with energy development.

Procurement of defense equipment has been expanding rapidly
and Ls expected to rise further. The district's involvement in de-
fense, although significant in some items, is far below its propor-
tion for equipment generally.

The district has also been hurt by the migration of industry to
the Sun Belt, encouraged by lower employment costs and lower
fuel costs.- Some- district companies increasingly have concentrated
production in their more southern plants.

Increased foreign competition aided by the high value of the
dollar and subsidization of industry by foreign government has had
more effect on our district than elsewhere in the Nation,- especially
in the area of steel, vehicles, and -Capital goods. Foreign producers
have much lower labor costs and American technological leads
have diminished.

The huge rise in the price of energy since 1973 has had a direct
adverse effect on demand for vehicles and other district products
that use fuel. There is another- dimension to the problem. Per
capita energy use in the district is relatively high. This includes--
fuel for heating homes and other buildings as well as for transpor-
tation and for industrial processes.

District States produce only a very small proportion of the fuel
that they consumeoil, natural gas, and -coal. Illinois has vast un-
derground supplies of high sulfur coal, but the usage has been
closely restricted by antipollution regulations. As a result, coal
burned by Midwest electric utilities i largely imported from the
Rocky Mountain States. Oil and natural gas come mainly from the
SoUthwest and from abroad. .The price of fuel at the source or at ocean Torts becomes even
higher when transportation costs to the Midwest are added. In ad-
dition, energy producing States levy heavy severance taxes on coal,
oil and gas production. As a result, fuel users in district States help
pay the costs of government in the fuel producing States.

Wage rates in the district have been above average for the
Rion for many years. The gap is widest in Michigan where

22-977 0 83 - 3
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hourly earnings for prodUction workers in manufacturing in 1982
averaged near y'one-flillkd higher than for the United States. Wage
rates_in other seventh district States were -10 percent to 18 percent
higher than the national iverage.

In addition to wage% total worker compensation includesbenefits
such _as vacation pay, pensions, medical and dental insurance as
well as workmen's' compensation, supplementary imemploythent
benefits, and many other items, These benefit packages tend to be
very liberal in durable goods industries as a result of successive im-
provernerith obtained-in-union contracts over the years. In heavily _

unionized areas such as the Michigan automotive centers, worker
compensation in nonumonized industries, such as banking, tend to

influenced by the terms won by unions. Unionization in the dis-
trict has become increasingly important in State and local govern-
ment education, and _food retailing

Productivity growth in district industrieswhich can offset in-
creases in compensationhas been hampered by a number- of fat-
tors. Some relate to labor problems such as absenteeism, strikes,
restrictive work rules on job assignments; overtime pay and disci-
pline. The district also has a disproportionate share of the Nation's
older industrial facilities which compete with newer plants that
are located, elsewhere. They were planned and constructed at ,a
higher state of the art.

Our five district States contribute a much higher proportion of
the Federal Government's revenues than they receive in Federal
disbursements. This is especially true in the case of national de-
fense._ The district has about 15 percent of the Nation's population,
and generates 15 percent of its personal income. But these States
receive less than 11 percent of total. Federal outlays, and only 5
percent of outlays for defense. The relatively w participation of
the district in Federal outlays stands out dr atically m pan
son with the other States on a per capita b

The five States in our area rank at the very bottom of
States in per capita total Federal spending d near the bot
terms of defense spending.

Until the late 1970's,, increases in State find local gave e_
employment in the district had tended to offset periodic dec es in
private employment, riling even in recession years. In the ast 2
ears, State and local governments throughout the district have

been grappling with serious financial problems. Revenue shortfls
have reflected both the recession's effect on tax revenues and cut-
backs of Federal aid. State and local governments are dealing with
their financial problems by curtailing programs and raising taxes.
While these steps are absolutely necessary to achieve financial sol-
vency, they work to reinforce the problems of the region.

In the past 3 years declining farming has coincided with and re-
inforced the contraction in manufacturingeMany smaller commu-
nities are dependent on sales of equipment-supplies and services to
farmers. There are signs that the farm sector also is beginning to
recover, but any improVement here is likely to be Plow.

The acreage removed froth production of major crops this year
will =be nearly a fifth of the area planted in 1982. The largest re-
moval ever under government programs. The decline in acreage
will help return the farm sector to a stronger financial footing. But

3
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in the interim industries that furnish products and services to
farms will experience weak sales. Sales of. farm equipment will
remain at very depressed levels, but may begin to strengthen later
in the year. -1

A large share of unemployment in the district is concentrated in
the distressed inner -city' areas of the larger centers. Job opportuni-
ties of residents are restricted by inadequate education and by
other problems, associated with disadvantaged groups. High crime
ratd deter businesses from locating in the izner city and may de-
termine decisions to migrate. Insurance cos% are high, b cause of
the risk of damage to groperty.

Employment growt in the central business districts of large
cities has been dampened by a number of other-factors, including
decentralization of corporate headquarters and automation of fi-
nancial and other services. Organizations which had been adding
workers steadily into the mid-1970's, such as banks,,insurance corn-

'es, public utilities and government bodies have stabilized or re-
uced staff in-the past year or two Until the mid-1970's, most of

these employers were hiring actively year after year.
Regulations controlling industrial emissions have had a dispro-

portionate impact sop the Middle West. Controls can be incorporat-
ed at lower cost in Sewly constructed facilities. Deadlines for meet-
ing emission standards imposed on older plants may be satisfied
more easily. by simply closing the plants.. ._,

Business groups complain of unfavorable business climates in the
industrial States of the MidWest. Costs of unemployment insurance
and workmen's. compensation are relatively high in .our area espe-
cily in IlliriOis and Michigan. Other complaints involve high
taxes, State pollution controls, laws affecting hiring and personnel
practices, and other regulations.

Some large dist "ct companies that were in excellent financial
condition a decade ' o are now operating under very severe stress.
Their problems ally are the result s veral factors=falling

and other inputs, and heavy debt incurre at relatively high inter-sales below expectations, intense comp i n, rising cost of labor

est rates. Erosion of morale and. confidence which has been devel-
oped over the past several years will not be corrected in the next
year or two Until financial strength is solidly re-established and
the general economy is clearly in a new growth trend, business
caution will restrain commitments for new capital spending, inven-
tory investment and hiring.

Projections of employment and unemployment are subject to
ve substantial error. The main factor cting conditions in the
Mi west in the future will be the trench of the national economy. A

d sustained recovery would eventually bring sharpl
higher rders for districts' capital goods. However, most of the a -
verse i= ctors described above can be corrected only gradually..
Many anufacturmg operations that were closed in recent years
will never reopen, and some of the service industries, for example,
financial futures and thetlike, are growing steadily, but this will
not replace a vigorous manufacturing sector.

Iii the long run, we believe the Midwest can regain its economic
health, although not in the same robust form as earlier decades.
Adjustments in business, agriculture, labor, and government are al-

,
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ready underway. The present resources that brought prosperity to
the region are still present, such as-excellent transportation, ready
access to raw materials and markets; ample fresh water, a well-
educated -work force, and a highly productive agricultural hinter-
land. A major precondition- for sustained economic growth and re-
duced unemployment in the Nation, alid especially in our area is
the maintenance of a noninflationary-bnvironment. A resurgence
of inflation would recreate the distortions in business and individu
ardecisionmaking that were associated with ever higher rates of
unemployment, and successive business cycles.

I emphasize the importance -of price stability, because the o-
nomic problems of the Midwest are traceable to a very large degree
to inflation. For many years inflation nurtured an illusion of eco-
nomic well-being while cutting deeply into the regions' economic
strength. Inflation is accompanied by increases in operating costs,
costs of carrying inventory, and capital investment. If rising costs
are not fully reflected_ in increased selling prices real profits then
decline.

Lenders, fearful of the erosion f their investments through in-
nation, insist on shorter matu ies. Long-term funds become less
available, and borrowers with long-term hbrizons are less able to
undertake investments. Cutoff rates of return are raised and corpo-
rations look for investments with shorter payback. Purchasers of
existing assets may appear preferable to financing new plant and
equipment..

With a large proportion of its manufacturing employment ki du;
fable goods; our district has been hard hit by the sluggishness q
new investment. A noninflationary environment will rein
long-term financial markets increase incentives for investment
and greatly improve the employment outlook. The recoveries has
started, but painful adjustments are still underway. We must be
aware of pressures to speed the up trend by excessive expansion of
money and credit, and still heavier Federal deficits.

Short-term improvement induced by inflationary economic poli-
cies would cause severe long-term losses. Price stability fostered by
appropriate monetary policy is, a necessary conditr n of the reduc
tion of both inflation and unemployment.

There is also a role for the individual Reserve b7lks. The com
plex processes of economic adjustment involves social and economic--
objectives that may conflict and goals of various regions that may
clash. Cooperative -national and regional efforts are-required. The
Reserve banks can assist in this ,process, serving the centers for
studies of the regions and as catalysts for cooperative efforts.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I do appreciate, the
invitation to testify here and, also, most importantly, in-your inter-
est of the problem_s of our particular district.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Keehn` follows:]
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1 appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Subcommittee-todayto
*

d =cuss prospects for unemployment.' The severity of the current economic*

icultieS,in the Midwest and the concerns about the longer-term probleMS aue-

elated with economicadjustment have been widely reported and discussed.-

Nevertheless, it seems to me that the seriousness of the situation require
, _ s

,all of US, in bbth.our official and private capacities, to do all can to

find realistic and economically justiffed resolutionsofthe problemsAif, in

- t
curing suss 'nablehigh 'levels of economic_ well-being both in our region and

nationwide I hope that my comments will be useful to this Subcommittee in

its deliberations

-The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago; of which tap President, serves the
.es _

Seventh Federal Reserve District Comprising all of -Iowa and the major portions

of Illinois. Indiana, Michigan, and Wiscontin While we often refer to the

region of the Seventh District as the "Midwest," we have no monopoly on this

term. _"Midwest" 1s often applied to the entire area north' of the Ohiofliver

from the Appalachians to the'Rockies. or,to the Bureau of Census' designated

North Central states-, divided into the East North Central region (five states)

and the West North Central region (seven states). (See map)

The problems of western-Pennsylvania and Ohio have.been broadly similar

to those of the states of the Seventh District. However, my testimony'will

concentrate on the five -state area with which we are most familiar.

By any definition the Midwest has, encountered serious economic difficul-

ties for the -PAS; four Years,,commencing roughly with the Iranian oil -embargo:

of 197.9:- Trouble had been building under the surface for a much longer

Period, but prior to 1979 our region was still generally prosperous. Previous

businets recessions since World War II had impacted the region seriously,. but

activity always rebounded to new highs in a:year or so once a recovery was

firmly underway. Since 1979 there have been no `sustained recoveries.



Employment Trends

Trends-in employment and unemployment constitute'our best Indication of

the state of economiq.hglth of the Seventh District orsany Other region.-,

In March, the latest,month for.which consistent data are available for.

All States, nonfarm Payroll employment in the five-state area was 3 percent

below March 1982. Nationally, employment was down 2 percent. Manufac--

turing employment was down 8 percent from a year earlier in the District and

down 6 percent nationally. . (See table 1)

Despite some callbacks in the auto and building- materials
- :

there is no clear evidence that employment has risen significantly in the

District since March. Moreover, information on help-wanted advertising and

survey$ of employer hiring intentions offer little hope for a significant up-

turn in the near future. -Summer jobs for students will be hard to find. An

unusually large share of spring graduates from high schools ,and'collenes find

the end of the school year approaching with job offers.inhand.

:The trend of employment -is particularlytisturbing when viewed over A

longer time span.- In March, nonfarm Payroll employment in the U.S. was

1 percent below March 1979. From 1947 through 1979 payrollTemployment

increased nationally at a compounded rate of 2.3 percent annually. If this

trend had continued. payroll employment. nationally. would be 9 percent higher

currently than in early 1979. In the District. payroll employment n,March

was 10 p scent below the level of March 1979. with declines ranging from 5of declines

percent n Wisconsin to 14 percent in Michigan. -Instead of being 10 percent

lower an in 1979, employment ingt-be-RIstrict would be substantially higher

now if.growth had continued at the earlier rate.

Manufacturing employment inthe U.S. in:March 1983 was 14 percent below

March 1979. In the District, the decline was 26 percent. with declines

ranging from 21 percent in Wisconsin to 29 percent in Michigan. In



addition, many workers currently are on short work weeks. Aside from Manufac-

turing. employment is at sharply reduced levels construction and" -some types

of transportation.

Unemployment trends

;Payroll employment data are based en reports of emplowers to government

agencies. Unemployment is much more d cult'to measure accurately Data on
Q

the number of people receiving unemployment compensation comprise a major ,.
.

input-for:state and local uneMployMent estimates which Are_derived-through a

complicated process. Unemploymentcompensation to do not include eitherepeople who lose jobs and are not covered by, unniployment insurance, or new

entrants end re-entrapts to the labor'force. Problems such as determining

whether an individual is "actively seeking Work," is a "discouraged6workeW

or is insisting on unrealistic terms of employment (and othei measurement

probleMs) impose obstacles to precise estimates of unemployment. Despite

these provisos.'we can assert unequivocally that unemployment is7high--at the

highest levels since the Great Depression of the 1930s--and that the problemf

is more severe in the District than nationally.

in March unemployment-was estimated at 10A-per-den kf the labor

nationally and 1L5 perc'At in the five-state'area, with ange from

percent in Iowa to 157'percent in Michigan. A year earlier the rate was 9.0

percent nationally and 11.5 percent in the District. (See table 0

In early 1979. unemployment nat4onwide was high by staildardtrrof the 1950s

or 1960s, but low by today's yardstick. In March 1979, the rate was 5.8

percent, nationally, and 5.8 p'ercent,In the District, with a range from 4.0

percent in Wisconsin to 7.1 percent in Michigan. In short, four years ago

unemployment was about equally Serious in the District and nationally. Since

then the problem has been more serious herec and subStantially so.

4
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Local Unemployment

Unemployment problems'vary by locality. In the patt:year or two jobless

rates have been estimated it 15 to:over ZO Percent for industrial centers such

as Rockford, Illinois; Gary, Indiana; DubOgue, Iowa; FlintHichigaii; and

RaCine, Wisconsin. Unemployment is chronically -high -among minorities. n.the,:.

large cities, especially Chicago and Dettoit. (See tables 3 and 3A).

4
pePreSsedconditions in smaller centers olp reflect - declines in Jobsi

temporary cir permanent,-at the principal feStablishment in one industry

towns." Also,- local.labor markets'oftertare not clearly defined. ManY

workers are willing to drive 50-60 miles or more to work and return each work:
.

A different situation exists in the inner cities where unemployed

workers may be unable to commute to. suburbswhere jobs--often are-more

availablebecause of limitations of public transportatiOn.

DimensionS"oflnemployment

The distributton'of unemploymentigy age, 'sex, and race is similar in

District states-to the national pattern. (See table 4)

UnemPleYment'hasincreased substantially in the,recessionfor all groups.

Unemployment, as alwaysj:,is particularly.high forieenagers compared to

adults-, and for blackv.relative to whites. One pattern of'unemployment,

however. has shifted in the pastwo years, both nationally and regionally.

Historically, jobless rate were lower for men thah for women... Currently,

jobless rates are higher for men. =Partly, this-may reflect legal pressure to

hire and retain women employees. A more important reason, however, is that

unemployment has been heaviest and most p6:11,onged in durablegoode manufac-

turing and in construction sectors where female workers ar& relatively few.
,

--
Concerning'uneMployment.by industry, the current recession has-repeated

the course of earlier declines, with the heaviest layoffs in:the most cyclical

industries---hardgoods and construction. The main difference this time IS the



long duration of the p Oblem.'coupled with increasing 'concern that ciclically

depressed industries will - -never fully recover. at least not in the form,in

which they existed prior to 1979. Many factories have been closed and demol-

ished. In others equipment has been removed and disposed of at auction.

Population Growth

Population-in the five-state area has been growing less rapidly:than in

the nation-for a century. In 1930. the area had 17.1 percent of the nation's

population. By 1970, this ratio had dropped to 16 percent. In the 1970s the

drop in the ratio accelerated: By 1980 the five states had only 14.9 percent

of the nation's population. and by 1982 14.6 percent. (See table 5) =,

from 1960 to 1970-the 0,9. population rose 13.4 percent while population

in the five states, rose 10.8 percent. In,1970780.'Arowth was 11,4 percent for

the U.S., -and 4.2 percent for the five states. From 1980-to 1982 U.S. papule-.

tion rose 2.2 percent (according to:Census,estimates).'while the five-state

area declined by 0.3 perCent.', Indiana, Iowa, and Michigan lost population in

1980-82. The reduction pr.reversal of population growth reflects, in large.

part, migration offjob seekers-to the South and West.

Populati6 loss is associated with reduced job opportunities. Fewer

people means less need:for all consumer goods and services. including housing. .

Fewer workers are r6quired to supply. these needs when population grows at a.

slower pate-or declines.

The Industry Mix
f

In large degree the relative increase in Unemployment in the Seventh

Federal Reserve District reflects the,composition'of industry -and the distri-

bution of employment in the region.

In,1978,when business activity in the. Seventh District 11 robust,

15.7 percent of the nation's nonfarm payroll employment was in the five -state



a, somewhat more than the proportion of the nation's total population reT

siding there. These states accounted for 19.3 perient of the nation's employ-'

ment in manufacturing, and 23.4 percent of employment in durable goods manufac-

turing. Within durable goods, these states accounted for 31 percent of emploY-

mentAn steel. 56. percent In engines and turbines, 56 percent in farm machinery.

35 percent in construction machinery. 35 percent in metalworking machinery,

and 54 percent in motor vehicles. (See table 6),

The five states accounted for a very high proportion of the nation's em-

ployment--ranging up to 70-80 p cent--in farm tractors, heavy'earthmoving-

equipment, industrial cranes, diesel engines. recreational vehicles, and

outboard engines.

Redsons for the Decline in Durable Goods Employment

In the past four years; all of the durable goods industries reduced em-

ployment sharply. Moreover, in many cases the District's share of the

nation's employment in those industries has declined. Among the causes, are

the following:,

1. Generally depressed conditions inthe nation which alWays affect

durables most severely because these are relatively expensive,

postponable purchases.'

High interest rates that increase the cost of financing investments

in long-lived equipment, customarily purchased on credit both by

consumers and business.

High fuel costs which have deterred outlays on types of-motor

vehicles--larger cars and trucks and recreational equipment -- output

AO is concentrated in the Midwest..

A relatively small District proportion of pi-eduction of energy

development equipment. which, until late 1981. was a booming

industry.



Relatively small District involvement in prOdUction of. defense

equipment. which has been :expanding rapidly in recent years...

tow farm income, which has caused fanners to curtail purchases o

equipment.

Migration of industry to the Sunbelt." encouraged by lower

employment costs, lower fuel costs and financial incentives offered

by southern states.

U. Concentration of production by some producert in more modern

southern plants that had supplemented northern operations in earlier

years when demand was strong..

9. Increased competition=from abroad with the high value of the dollar

And foreign subsidization of.industry, including favorable credit

terms, tending to -reduce U.S. exports and encourage imports.

(Components, as well as complete machines, increasingly are

imported.)

Much lower labor costs abroad, sometimes only a small fraction of

domestic costs. (Frequently foreign plants that utilize American

technology are owned in whole:or in part by American companies.)

1-1. A slippage in American technological leads, partly because of the

export of U.S. technology through licensing or other means.

12. -In the past year, reduced exports of U.S. capital, goods to oil

exporting nations whose oil revenues were cut by smaller shipments

and-soft prices,

Energy Costs

. The huge rise in the price of energy since 1973 has had a direct, adverse

effect on demand for vehielesand other District products that use fuel.

There is another dimension to the problem. Per capita energy use in the



District is relatively high. This includes fuel for heating homes and other

'buildings. for transportation, and for industrial processes.

District states produce only a-very small proportion of the energy they

consume- -oil, natural gas, and coal. Illinois has vast underground supplies

of high sulfur coal. but usage has been closely restricted by anti-pollution

regulations. Asa result, coal burned by Midwest electrie.utilities is now

largely imported from the Rocky Mountain states. :Oil and natural gas come

mainly from the South. the Southwest. and abroad.

The price of fuel at the source or at ocean ports becomes even higher:

when transportation costs to the Midwest are added. In addition

energy-producing states levy heavy severance taxes on coal, oit4nd gas

production. As a result, users in District states 'help PaYCosts of,-.

government in fuel-producing states. In 1981. severance taxes as a share of

total tax revenues in the principal oil and, coal producing states ranged from -

21 to 50 percent.

Illigh Labor Costs

Wage rates in the District have been above the average for the nation for

any years. The gap` is:widest in Michigan, where hourly'earnings-of

production workers in manufacturing in 1982 averaged nearly one -third higher

than for the U.S. Wage rates. in other Seventh:District states were 10 percent

to 15 percent higher than the national average. (See tahle7)

In addition to wages, total worker compensation includes benefits such as

vacation pay. pensions. medical and dental: insurance,workers compensation,

supplementary unemployment benefits, and many others. These benefit packages
e,2

tend to be very liberal in, durable goods industries as a result of successive

':improvements" obtained in union contracts over ears. In heavily

unionized areas such as the Michigan automotive cente-.s worker compensation



in non-unionizedindustries Such,asbankinj tends to be influenced'bythe

terms won by unions. Unionization in the.District has become increasingly

important in state and local government, education, and food retailing.

Total compensation of preduction-workers,in,the steel,. auto, and

construction and farm equipment industries-averages-at least_420 per hour,

well over40.000:on an.annual-lbasis. This compares with total costs

estimated at $12 per hour in Japan-, and much lower levels in other parts of

the Orient and in Mexico. These areas are involved increasingly in

"off-shore" Sourcing of components. ,

In the past year. unions have yielded some "concessions" on wages and

benefits. But, overall, there is still-a wide gap in compensation

differentials-in District industries compared with other regions and foreign

dons.

Productiviq

High levels of hourly compensation can be-countered by gains in labor

productivity, output per hour. Productivity had been rising at a rapid pace

of 2.to 3 percent-annually through most of the Postwar period. Since 1977,

howeveri there has;been no growth Increases in productivity are expected-i1`-

resume in 1983 if economic activity increases as expected.

Productivity growth in District-industries has been hampered by a number

of factors. Some relate to labor problems such as absenteeismotrikes,and

restrictive work rules on job assignments', overtime pay, and discipline. The

District also has a disproportionate share of the nation's older industrial

fatilities which compete with newer plants (often located in other regions or

countries) planned and constructed at a higher "state of the art." Managerial

'shorteomings, new undergoing CorreCtion, also have limited improvements in

productivity.



Federal Spending

The five Oistrictstates.contribute a much higher proportion of the

federal government's revenues than they receive in federal disbursements.

fhis.is especially true in the case,of national defense. a-This disparity tends

to reinforce other factors adversely affetting economic activity in the

region.

The five District states have 5-Percent of he nation's population and

generate about 15 percent of its personal, income. Their contribution to

federal-revenues is probably-slightly in excess of 15 percent. These st

receive a much smaller share of federal outlays disbursed in the United

States, only 10.7 percent of the total and only 5.1 percent of the outlays for.

defense. (These data exclude interest paid and certain other items not

allocable by state.)- (See table 9)

The relatively jow participation of the liist ict in federal outlays

sstands out dramatically in compar4sons with other states on a per capita

bas4, The five states-have five of the Six-bottom slots among.the;-50 states

in per capita total federal spending and four of the lowest seven positions in

defense spending. Indiana rankshIghest in the-_District-in-defense: but is

still only 34th. States with the-highest per capitljederal outlays are those

with relatively high proportions of federal payrolls, civilian and military,

and defense procurement.

State and7Local Governments

Until,,the late 1970s, state and local government employment in the

District had tended to offset periodic declines in private employment, rising

even in recession-years. In the past two years, state and local governments

throughout the District have been grappling with serious financial problems.



Revenue shortfalls have reflec h-the recession's effect on tax revenues

and cutbacks of federal aid. jMeanwhi .-requirements for, social programs and

welfare outlays have increased.

State and local governments are dealing with their financial problems by

curtailing programs (often' reducing employment), and (2) raising taxes.

While these steps are necessary, to achieVe financial solvency, they work to

reinforce the recession.

The-Farm Economy

- In some periods in the past when durable goods manufacturing was

curtailed,; the farm-economy of the District was relatively prosperous.. In the

past three years, declining farm income has coincided with and reinforced-the

contractionAn manufacturing. Many.smaller communities are dependent on salei

of equipment, supplies, and services to farmers.

Data on agriculturallyrelated employment are sparse, rendering precise

characterizations of-the situation difficult. - Yet, there is no doubt that,

rural communities and=the industries serving agriculturehave suffered t

extensively in the economic downturn of recent years. There are signt that

-- -:the farm sector-is beginning to recover. Out any recovery in agriculturally-

related employment, in the Midwett-and nationwide, is likely to beslOw.

1983 Acreage Set-Aside

The level of farmer enrollment in government farm programs suggests some

82 million acres will be removed from crop production in 1983. Even allowing

for ,slippage in finial compliance. it is probable that the acreage removed from-

. production this year will be nearly a fifth of the area planted to principal

crops in 1982 - -the slargestremoval- ever under government programs. The.

decline in acreage will be sufficient to return the farm sector to a much

stronger financial footing.

4



In the interim, industries' that furnish inputs and services to farms will .

experience weak sales. -Sales-,of seeds, fuels, fertilizer, and pesticides

probably will decline -at least 10 to 15 percent this year. Purchaset of grain

storage facilities. also will. decline. Unit sales of farm equipment, down 50

percent from the levels of thellate 1970s, will remain at very depressed

levels. 64t may 004in VI:strengthen late this year as farm earnings improve.

Transportation needt will be reduced. The demand for new farm loans will

weaken, but creditors Will still be restructuring older problem.credits.

The acreage cutback will affect employment in some industries more than

others: In fertilizer lnd fann equipment, where product inventories'Nore high,

and sales are primarily to agriCulture, joblosies will be substantial.

Industries that rely on nonagricultural markets, more than agricultural

markets, such.aslranspartation and pesticides, will be much leis affected.

IllsEity Problems

A large share of ungmploymeht in the District is concentrated in the

distressed inner-city ereas'of the larger centers. Job opportunities' of

residents are restrictedly inadequate education and other_- problems associated

with disadvantaged groups gx0 and affirmative action prograMS:_maY fail to

improve access to jobs in affected 'areas because some employers will move

their operations elsewhere.

Despite high unemployment, there is a continuing need for workers in

low-paying, less desirable jobs. Availability of such jobs has,brought a

steady influx of aliens to the Oistrictmainly from Latin America, the J

Orient, and Eastern Europe. Many'of these aliens are in the "underground"

economy, not counted in the labor force.

High crime rates deter businesses from locating in t e inner city, and in

.some cases may be the dc=iding factor in decisions to ate. Fear of

violence may make valued employees unwilling to travel to inadequately policed

22-977 0 ,83 4



neighborhoods. insurance costs re high because of possible damage to

property, especially through arson., Theft of supplies, materials, and

finished goods also raises operating costs.

Employment growth in the central business districts of large pities has

been dampened by a number of factors, including decentralization of corporate

headquarterS and automation of financial and other services. Many banks,

insurance companies, public,utilifles, and government bodies have reduced s

in the past year or two. Until the mid-1970s, most of these eMpioyers,were

hiring actively year after year. Currently, they offer few new job

opportunitieS with openings Often filled by transfers of .!redundant" workers

from other departments.

Pollution Controls'

Regulations controlling industrial missions--air, water, and solid

wastes--have had a disproportionate impact on the Midwest. Emission controls

can be'incorporated at lower cost in newly constructed facilities. Deadlines

for meeting emission standards imposed on older'plants may be satisfied easily

by closing the plants. :Often closings have been the answer, especially for

__foundries. Such decisions have been,eoltouraged by_the-incometax-code.,-Itany-

Midwest plants, once locally owned, have been acquired by conglomerates whose

owners may benefit from tax write-offs-when.Older facilities are shut down.

This has been the major incentive for some acquisitions.

On January 31. 1983, the:EPA proposed a ban on constructi of major

industrial facilities in 144 United States countiesincluding those in the

areas of Chicago, Detroit, and Milwaukeefor failure to meet deadlines and

requirements for improving air quality. The EPA,maintainS that the ban is

mandated by existing law, even though it would slow,the cleanup by extending

the use of old facilities-with high levels of harmful emissions.



Business groups complain of "unfavorable business climates" in the

industrial states of the Midwest. _Costs of,unemployment insurance and

workers' compensation are. relatively high in this region, __ ecially in

-Illinois and Michigan. (See table 9) These-costs reflect both the site of

P4Y1Tic and the ease of establishing claiMs.. Other complaints involve high

taxet4state pollution controls, restrictions on cutoffs of utility Services,

and laws affecting hiring and personnel p ctices.

Earlier this year Alexander Grant anCo. published its fourth study of

General Manufacturing Business Climate's in'the 48 contiguous states. States

were assigned overall rankings for 1982. Florida, Texas, and North Carolina

took the top three spots. Indiana was 29, Iowa 354 Wisconsin 36, Illinois 47,

and Michigan 48. Among the adverse factors considered:

Relative cost df fuel and electricity. Costs in the Great. Lakes states

were 41 percent'greater than in the South Central Region, and 4 percer more

than the national average.

Wage costs:- Michigan had the-highest wage costs pf,any state. he

average for the GreatLakes-states-Wasi40 percent-higher-than-for thei

Southeastern states, and 18 percent above the national average.

Unionization. In the Great Lakes states 31 percent of nonfarm workers

e organized, compared to less than 10 per-cent in theCarolinas,'

Taxes. Taxation in the Great Lakes states, relatiie to incomes, was

About equal to the natiorial average, but higher than in the Southeastern

states.

Financial Condition of-Business

Some large District companies that were in excellent financial condition

a decade ago-'are now operating under severe stress. Their-problems usually

are a result of several factors--sales falling beloW expectations, intense



competition. rising costs of labor and other inputs, and heavy debts incurred

at high interest,rates. Some of these firms are operating under.speciall

,agreement with creditors who could force them into bankruptcy under

contractual agreetents.

Erosion of executive morale and confidence which has developed over the

past several years will not be corrected in a year or two Until financial

Strength is solidly reestablished and the general economy is clearly in anew

growthtrend, business caution will restrain 'commitments for capital spending,

- inventory investment, and hirings.

The:Outlook

Projections of employment unempldYment are subject to substantial

error. Forecasts by District state governments and regional:development

organizations in recent years have proved much too optimistic.

The main factor affecting conditions in the Midwest in the fOtureWill be

the trend of the national .edo24-k. A strong and sustained recovery would

eventually bring sharply higher orders for the District's capital goods.

However, most of the adverse factors_, described above can be corrected only,

gradually.T. Many manufacturing operations closed-in recent years will never

reopen. Steel will be a lesser factor in economic activity than in the past.'

Some of the service industries--for example, financial futures trading--are

.growing steadily, but this will not replace a OgoroUs manufacturing sector.

A number of other factors could influence District developments:

Successful labor-management agreements to reduce costs.

2. A less oppressive regulatory elimate, including administration of

pollution controls.

Restriction pf the sale of tax write -offs and losses that encourage

plant closings.



'Restrictions, on severance taxes imposed by fuel producing states.

Direction of a larger share of federal disbursements to District

states.

In the long run, the:Midwest,should regain its economic.health. although

not in the same form as in earlier decades. Adjustments in busineSs-

agriculture, labor, dnd government are-already underway. The basic resources

that brought prosperity to the region are still presentexcellent

nsportation, ready access to raw materials and markets, ample fresh water,

a well- educated work force, and a highly productive agricultural hinterland-.

Role, of the federal Reserve

A major precondition for sustaihable economic growth.and reduced

unemployment in the nation, and especially in the Midwest, is the maintenance

of a non-inflationary environment. The Federal Reserve has a vital role in

the effort to achieve and maintain price stability. A resurgence of inflation,

-would recreate the distortions in business and individual decision-making

that have led to ever higher rates of unemployment in the successive business

cycles of the post=Wor ar II period and would seriously limit chances for

economic expansion -and improvement in jab npportunitieS,

I emphasize the importance of price stability because of the havoc caused

by inflation on the Midwest economy. In large degree the economic problems of

,-the Midwest have been- caused, or at least exacerbated, by inflation.

For many years, inflation nurtured an illusion of economic well-being

while cutting ddeply into the region's economic strength. Inflation is

accompanied by increases in ope?nting costs, costs of carrying inventory, and

capital investment. If rising costs_are-n fully_ reflected in

selling prices, real profits decline. ,Lender--- fearful of the erosion of their

investment through-inflation'insist on shorter maturities. Long-term funds
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become less available and borrowers with long-term horizons are 'less able to

undertake investments. Cut-off rates of return. are raised and corporations

look for investments with shorter pay backs. Purchases of existing assets may

appear preferable to financing new plant and equipment_

With a large proportion of its manufacturing employment in durable goods,

ours- District has been hard hit by the sluggishness of new investment. A

non-inflationary environment will revitalize long-term financial markets,

increase the incentives for investment; and greatlyit;prove the employment

outlook. This does not mean that our industries will fully recover their

former positions of strength. The basic structure' of the market for capital

goods has changed.

The process of Pecovery appears to have started in manufacturing, but it

could be sidetracked by another surge of inflation. The process ,of adjustment

is painful and the costs are high. But an attempt at short-term improvement by

acceding to inflationary economic policies would cause even greaer,long-term

losses to the Midwest.

Price stability fostered by appropriate national monetary policy under

the guidance of the Federal Reserve System is a necessary condition for the

reduction of both inflation and unemployment. -There is also a role for the

individual Reserve Banks. The crimple* process of economic adjustment

involves social as well as economic objectives that, may be in conflict.

Moreover, the objectives of various regions may clash. Cooperative national

and regional. efforts are _required': In this intricate environment the Reserve

Banks cannot determine the changes to be made, but they can assist, wiring as

a focal point for studies of the region and as a catalyst for cooperative

efforts.



he Federal Rese'rve Bank of ChiCago is expandingits..

economic n facility. For many years we have provided information on

current and,prospective developments in Our region. We are row' supplementing

this function4to provide regional economic data quickly to interested

analysts. We are also increasing our own research efforts in the analysis of

resources of the region and the areas of opportunity for economic growth.

Impediments to growth'and development such as usury ceilings, excessive

regulation, and unnecessarily costly aspects of workers' compensation and

unemployment compenSation are being identified and the opportunities for

modifying these_ restraints are being evaluated.

We .are aware of severe financial strains on Midwest state and lbcal

govElFents faced with the heavy colts of caring for the poor and restoring a

-deteriorating infra-structure, despite.-serioes revenue short-falls. Recent
kr

tax increases may adversely affect local economic activity. We are

-undertaking a special effort to understand thejinancial problems of state and

local governments. :Inthis connection.:We plan to host a conference this fall

to explore possible solutions,,

Finally weare increasing our involvement regional groups.,',

interested in evaluating and implementing programs to assistlocal

adjustments .EffectiVe,programs to ,advance the welfare of the. region require

the` ooperative efforts of all segments of the community. We hope that our

participation in- producing information, analysis, and idea

vitally important objective.

I appreciate your invitatio

of our region,

Jurther.this

y and your interest in the problems
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Total

United States

Five States

. Illinois-
Indiana :- 2
Iowa -,3
Michigan - 3

Wisconsin. - 3

Manufacturing

United States - 3

Table 1 4

Employment
Nonagricultural Payrolls _

(not seasonally adjusted),-,

Mar. 1980 Mar.-11981 Mar, 1982 Mar 1980
to to . to ,- to

Mar. 1981 Mar. 19824 Mar. 1983 --Mar. 1983
-percent change--.,

Five States

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan:
Wisconsin

= 4

7 - 8

-9
4
8

-7-
a

- 9

-.3

- 3
- 2
- 2
.- 3

- 12

- 21

-24
-19
-24
-20
--19

Mar. 1979.
to

Marl 1983

-10

7

-14
- 5

-26

-26
-27
-25



Table 2
. Civilian Unemployment Rates

(seasonally adjusted)

United States 5.8 6.3 7.3 9.0 10.3 10.2

Five states average 5.8 7.6 9.5 12.5

Illinois 5.7 6.9 .9.0 9.9 12.2 12.2
Indiana 5.8 8.4 10.0 12.1 11.8
Iowa* 5.0 5.2 7.5 9.7 9.8
Michigan 7.1 10.1 12.0 15.8 15.7 14.9
Wisconsin, 4.0 5.6 7.8 9.4 11.0

Not seasonally_ adjusted.



Table 3
ian Unemployment Rates in seventh
ict States and Metropolitan Areas
(not seasonally adjusted)

. ,

February February
1982: -: 1983
percent of laborTfai5FY-

Illinois 10.1 13.8

`Bloomington-Normal' ' 7.3 10.0

Champaign - Urbana-Rantoul 5.0 '7.3

Chicago , 9.4 12.4

Davenport-Rock Island-Moline 10.4 18.2

Decatur : 12.3 19.3

Kankakee 15.8 i 21.4

Peoria 1017 19.2

Rockford- 14.5 18.1

Springfield 7.6 -10.6

Indiana 12.7 13.2

Anderson 21.2 16.5

Elkhart 11.7 9.1

Evansville 11.3 11.9

Fort Wayne 12.6 13.3

Gary-Hammond-East Chicago 13.9 17.3

Indianapolis 9.8 10.6

Lafayette-West Lafayette- 7.3 , 8.7

Muncie 16.9 14.7
,South Bend 11.0 10.7

Jerre Haute : 13.1 -14.9

Iowa 9.2 10.8

Cedar Rapids 9.6 11.1

Des Moines 8.3 8.8

Dubuque 12.9 16.9

Sioux City 8.4 9.2

Waterloo-Cedar Falls 10.9 14.2

Michigan 16.1
)

16.5

Ann Arbor 9,7 10.4

Battle Creek, 15.6 17.1

'.Bay City 18.6 19.0

Benton Harbor -168 : 18.5

Detroit 16.5 1E7
Flint 22.8 19.5

Grand Rapids 12.7 13'.2

Jackson-: 14.8 17.7

Kalamazoo-Portage 11.1 12.0

Lansing-East Lansing 13.2 11.7

Muskegon-Norton Shores-Muskegon Heights 16 0 19.6

Saginaw 20.2 17.2

Wisconsin 10.7 1.
Appleton-Oshkosh 10.9 -12;47

Eau Claire -,--10.5 -11i6

Green Bay 9.7 11.3

Janesville-Beloit 19.1 13.5

Kenosha- 12.1 ,- 12.4

La Crosse .
9.5 10.1

Madison 7.3 7.7

Milwaukee 8.9 12.4

Racine '12.2 19.0

United States 9.6 11.3



High Unemployment Areas
Table 31

The Emergency Jobs Act, signed-into law on,.Martll 24. requires that
a list of towns, cities, and counties with high unemployment' be
published by the Department of Labor. Federal agencieS will use the
list in conducting public works and service,programS. To qualify.-areas
must have had average unemployment rates in 1982 of at least 8..8
percent, 90 percent of the average rate for all states.

United States

.Number of high
unemployment areas

. on April 23-. 1983

: Percent of
United --
States

2,163

Five States 404 19

Illinois 105 5
Indiana 91 4
Iowa 35 2
Michigan 104 5
Wisconsin 69 3



Table 4
Unemployment Rates by
Age. Sex and Race

Total

United States
:1978
1982

Illinois

6.1
9.7

1978 6.1
1982 11.3

Indiana
1978 5.7
1982

owa
1978

11.9

4.0
1982 8.5

M chigan
1978 6.9
1982 15.5

Wisconsin
5.1

1982 10.7

Teenage
-- unemploymen

6.3
23.2

15.0
23.3 11.8 10.6

.Black and
Men Women White other races

as a percent of abor force-*---------)-

5.2 7.2
9.9 9.4

7.1

17.3 4.4 7.4
24.8 12.5 11.3 11.0 23.0

5.2 11.9
17.3

4.9 14.8

9.8 3.8 4.2 3.8
17.4 10.0 6.6 L8.2

17.4 5.7 8.6 5.9 14.4
28.7 15.7 15.1 13.3 31.9

i
12.8 4.3 6.3 4.8 16.4
21.6 11.7 9.3 10.1 25.6

*Statistics not sufficiently reliable for publication.



United
states

Five
States Illinois Indiana Iowa

of Unfted RifeS
Michi an Wisconsin

( Percent

1960 100.0 16.3 5.6 2.6 1.5 4.4 2.2

1970 100.0 16.0 5.5 3.6 1.4 4.4

100.0 14.9 5.0 2.4 1.3 4.1 2.1 -

182 100.0 14.0 4.9 2.4 1.3 2.1

( percent change

1960 to 1970 +13.4 *10.8 +10.2 +11.4 + 2.5 +11.8

1970 to 1980 +11.4- + 4.2 + 2.8 5.7 +4.3 + 6.5

1980 40 1982 + 2.2 .- 0.3 + 0.2 - 0.4 - 0.3

millions-----

+ 1.3

1982 231.5 . 33.7 4' 5.5 2.9 9.1 4.8



-Table 6
Nonagricultural Payroll

Employment
(annual ayerage.,1978) -

United Five -,

States States= 1111061s Indiana Iowa - Michigan WI
(-_-_-___- ___ - --percent ITTilied-SITtes

.-

Total 100.0 15.7 4.1 2.2

Manufacturing 100.0 19.3 6.1 3.6 1.2 5-6 2.8

Durable goods 100.0 23.4 6.6 4.7 1.3 7.6 3_0

Primary iron and steel -.100.0 31-1 8.7 10.7 0.4 8.7 2.5

Engines and turbines 100.0 54.9 15.8 9.0 0.8 9.8 19.5

Farm machinery .100.0 55.6 21.0 - 3.1 16.0 4.3

ConstruCtion and
related machinery , 100.0 34.5 17.6 1.6 5.7 4.1 5.4

Metalworking machinery 100.0 35.0 10.2 3.5 0.3 17.8 3.2

Motor vehicles and
equipment 100.0 53.7 2.8 6.9 0.9 . 39.8 3.4'



United
_States IllinoiS Indiana Iowa Michi-an Wisconsin

Table 7
Average Hourly Earnings

Production Workers in Manufacturing

"7 Untied States

1965 100 108 -112 107 123 105

1970 100 109 - 111 -110 124 108

1975 100 114 114 112 127 109

1980 100 110 117 119 131 110:

1982 100. 110 115 118 .132 , 110

(

I.

dollars per dour. ±.------ -7- ---)

1982 8.50 9.31 9.79 . 10.00 11.18 9.37



. Table 8
Federal Outlays, Fiscal Year 1902

Total . Defense Total Defense
(billionsj----- --Trerfen-U7-

United States $603.6 $178.8 100.0 100.0

Illinois 22.4 2.8 3.7 1.

Indian 10.1 2:6 1.7 -4

Iowa 5.2 .5 .9 .3

Michigan MO 2.2 3.0 1.2

Wisconsin 8.9 1.1 1.5 0.6

Five States 64.5 9.1 10.7

Per Capita Federal Outlays

Relative o

U.S Avera State Rank
ota

---1TercentI
e ense

United States 100 100

-Illinois
Indiana

75
71

. 31
: 62

46,
49

44
. 34

Iowa 69 22 50 49
Michigan 76 31 45 45

Wisconsin 72 . 30 48' 47

Five States 73

Source: Federal Expenditures by state for Fiscal Year 1982, Dui
Census.



United States

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Wisconsin

: Table 9
State Unemployment Insurance

Average Weekly Benefits -- Current $ 1981

Amount

$107

122
128
123

Source: Statistical Abstract 1982 -83 p.

Forty-eigh ate

Illinois
Indiana=
Iowa
Michigan
Wisconsin

Maximum Weekly Payment for
Temporary Total Disability Under

Workers' Compensation Insurance 1982

% of
U.S.

100

124
85

114
120 ,

115

% Of
Amount U.S.

$238= 100

403, 169
140 . 59

501 211

307 129

269 113

-Source U.S. Chamber of Commerce, quoted in General Manufacturing
Business Climates 1982 p. 47: Alexander Grant 5 Co.



Chairman FAUNTROY. I thank you both, Mr. Martin, and Mr_
Keehn, for a very thorough and peyceptive analysis of the employ -
inent and economic growth situatiOn in the country generally, and
in. the seventh district in particular.

Mr. Keehn, your testimony here tends to depress me. As I lis-
tened to your litany of the causes of the downturn in that Midwest
region, I would like to start off with a question for you as to where
we ought to be going in terms of industrial policy in the country.
What hope ultimately is there for this region?

Mr. KEEHN. As I tried to outline, I think the fundamentals are in
place within the region for a longer term economic, recovery. I have
tried to highlight some of what we rail the impediments to -full
growth in the region. And I- with the passage of time and a
better understanding of these impediments, and hopefully a correc-
tion of the impotiments, the area can return to a good level of eco-
nomic activity.

The key to all of this though,. which I cannot emphasize enough,
the importance of price stability. Certainly a great many of our

problems were caused by the high levels of inflation that we expe-
rienced in the seventies. With improvement on that front, and now
some focus on the impedimenta which I have tried to outline, I
think that as these are corrected, the region should ultimately
return to good economic growth:

Chairman FAUNTROY. Mr. Martin, a number of private forecast-
ers are predicting that unemployment will remain above 9 percent
through 1984, and at 8-percent level in 1985: Is the forecast for un-
employment used by the Federal Open Market Committee consist- _
ent with these predictions, more optimistic, or more pessimistic?

Mr. MARTI/4. Mr. Chairman, I am aware of the projections that
you have indicated. The projections of the Federal Open Market
Committee have been submitted for a shorter period of time We
have submitted them for this year and on a fourth-quarter brisi&
But to answer your question more fully, I believe that our projec-
tions are slightly more pessimistic than those that you have cited.
However, our projections for the price indexes are somewhat more
optimistic than most forecasters.

Back on the question you addressed to President Keehn, if I
could, sir, I would only add to his statement that we have had some
experience in the New England States over time in what is to us
the first district in the Federal Reserve System, in which the pri-
vate community, local, and State government, and indeed our Fed-
eral Reserve people in that district have over time, worked togeth-
er to attract new payrolls, the so-called high technology kind of
companies, particularly around the Boston area

I think that the first step in progress on a regional basis in the
kind of recognition that Mr. Keehn was indicating herethat the
good old days are behind us, that the future is going to be different,
and that new approachs have to be sought after to remedy these
matters.

Chairman FAUNTROY. In that regard, I wonder if you would care
to comment on President Keehn's reference to the fact that the rel-
ative investment of Federal Government resources in the Midwest
is low, and whether an increased investment in the Northeast con-
tributed to the recovery that that sector has experienced.



Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, I am sure it was contributory. But I
also seem tb remember that, over the same period of time let its
say the last 10 or 12 years, in. New England, while 'there was cer-
tainly consideration specifically by the Congress in the appropri-
ations process, there were also some substantial military installa-
tions that were moved out of New England at the same time So I
think it was a mixture of crosscurrents in that regard.

Chairman FAurmiov. You both stressed the cost of inflation the
cost it has inflieted on the economy in the past and the risks that it
poses for the future. I understand and agree that we should be at-
tentive to prevent? a resurgence of inflation, but are there not risks
that the Fed could!Etccorne so fearful of inflation that it would stifle
this recovery? For Aample, M-1 velocity was unusually low during
1982, and remained negative during the first quarter of this year
Yet current M-1 growth rates are being viewed as inflationary by
many observers. If the Federal Open Market Committee responded
to, these fears of future )inflation by tightening monetary policy,
even though M-1 velocity is still declining, wouldn't that raise in-
Wrest rates and slow the recover_ y?

Mr. MARTIN. Certainly, if we were to diminish the rate at which
we are providing bank reserves through the open market oper-
ations, there would tend.to be a pressure on short-term rates. The
complication of markets today is the instantaneous nature of infor-
mation exchange, and therefore, what happens to expectations.
There are times when the growth of one or another of the mone-
tary aggregates tends to provoke expectations of future inflation,
and those expectations themselves run up interest rates.

So we have to be very careful not to give signals to the market
that we are either being too easy, which markets may translate
into future inflation, or too restrictive, which places additional
pressures on market rates. We need to avoid either extreme.

Chairman FAummov. Mr. Keehn, would you care to comment on
the question, as well?

Mr. KEEHN. I .would'only add to Mr. Martin's comment that in
various testimony and releases that the Federal Reserve System
has put out clearly, we have noted that we are in a period in
which M-1 is going through some significant shifts. As we go
through this period we are placing a lesser emphasis on M-1 and
higher level of emphasis on M-2 and M-3.

Therefore, I think more broadly that overall policy is one being
conducted very effectively.

Chairman FAUNTROY. Mr. Hiler.
Mr. HILER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to address a question to both gentlemen. Unemploy-

ment nationally is at 10.2 percent with as the chairman mentioned
earlier, additional underemployment by a large number of people,
and a large number of people who have actually left the -labor
force.

I think, Mr. Martin, you mentioned there were several factors,
several components to, the unemployment ratestructural, cyclical,
and frictional unemployment. I wonder if you might tell me what
share of the 10.2 percent is each of those three factorsstructural,
cyclical, and frictional?



.Mr. MARTIN. I would be glad to submit to you and to the subcom-
mittee our thinking on this' I would only caution that there has
been over tinfe, despite the heroic efforts of labor= economists and
others,. no very satisfactory delineation among those factors. It is
particularly difficult to tell what is structural unemploymenthow
'many steelworkers in Mr. 'Keehn's Federal Resrxesdistrict are
tr able and . reluc t to move to a different try grid per
hap at a lower w e rate. r will respond to the bestrpf Tnig ability,
but with the ca on that we don't have a nice thefry aid a nice
.econometric model which is very helpful in this regard.

[In response to the request of Congressman Hiler, Vice Chairman
Martin subMitted the following information for the record:]



Vice Chairman Martin subsequently submitted
following information for theiFecord:.

Elements of each source of unemployment-7friotiona

cycliCal, and structural - -cut across all groups of workers

and many economic situations.' Because the distinctions are

so cloudy, I am not able to separate the current pool of

Unemployed into three distinct groups. I can, however, offer

some or my thoughts on the sources of unemployment and my

interpretation of the current unemployment situation.

Frictional unamployment,

a widaraSge of circumstances; as rkers enter the labor

-market for the,first=time, as they reenter after a period out-

side the workforce or as they change jobs. In tight labor,

markets or for those workers whose skills are in short supply,

as I sea it, can occur in

WO

this source of joblessness should be of relatively,short

However;- during- periede-of'slack-deMand "rir 'when

changes are occuring rapidly in regional or national markets-

as I believe has.been happening in.-recent-yearsindividuals

whosa joblessness at first appeared -frictional-may find-them-

-selves facing cyclical or structural' problems.

Cyclical joblessness'ia most readily associated-with

temporary. layoffs that ocour.during general. economic recessions.

These workers normally are not looking-for other, permanent-

jobs during an eonomic downturn because they have reasonable

expectations of returning to their former-jobs relatively
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quckly during An economic recovery.: This.type _unemploy

ment will be best alleviated by macroeconomic polidies designed

to achieve a solid, noninflationary economic recovery.

Structural unemployment, as I pointed out in my

prepared statement; can occur aMong.thoet workers who lack'

the training to meet employers.' needs as well as among highly

skilled workers who b=-,-; .me displaced from their,jebs as

patterns of labor.demar.4 shift. "Illetransition of these

workers to:new locatiacIs or the acquisition of new

can be expected to occur slowl.Y.:and_structural joblessness

is often' associated with long duration unemployment. Because

the persistence of long duratiOn joblessness involves high

social costs and may be economically inefficient, it is
1

appropriate, I believe, to Use our employment and training

programs to ease the transition of the structurally,unemployed

into the mainstream of the workforce.
_ -

Looking at the current pool of the long duration'

joblessness, the separation of the structurally unemployed

.froM thJ frictionally and Cyclically unemployment le4especially

difficult. In May for example, 2-3/4 million of the .more

than 11 million unemployed workers had been jobless for'mote_
than 26 weeks. kneparate report showed that 2 million

persons were receiving extended duration unemployment insurance

benefits,Which suggests that many 'of the workers currently

out of work for more than 26 weeks have some recent job

experience. HoW many of these workers can reasonably expect

to return t their former jobs is not clear,
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':7During past. business cycles, the economic recovery

brought a sharp reduction in long-term unemployment. For

example, during 1979, the last year of very,tight.labor market

- conditions, the count of long term unemplOyment stood atjust

,500,000. Thus, it might be argued that a quick return to the

labor market conditions of 1979 could alleViate the bulk-of. --

long- duration unemploymentv But; it is also probable that

over the past three years, economic conditions have changed

fundamentally, particularly in international markets, and

structural shifts in labor demand have accelerated. Indeed,

as Mr. Keehn has suggested, some of our core industries are

not expected to rebound quickly to their former peak levels

activity. In'this environment, 'I believe it is appropriate

review he set of, employment and training policies now

available and to' attempt to ensure that they will improve the

match of workers with,the jobs to be- generated by the non

inflationary economic recovery we are now projecting.
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Mr. 1-11LER. Mr. Keehn, do-you have any response?
Mr. KEEHN. I would just add that it is -a very, very difficult-as-

sessment: you are talking- about a broad aggregate, that is very
hard to divide. Having said thatand in my fuller testimony there
are some supporting tableswe have been running in the Middle
West at about a 2 percentage point higher rate of unemployment
than is the case for the national average. I think that begins to
give us some feeling that the leVel of structural unemployment in
the district is comparatively high.

As we go further into the recovery, we would expect that 2-per-
cent gap to narrow. But not all the way. It will probably end up
having a I- or 1 -percent differential between unemployment in
our district augt in the national average. That may give some feel-
ing as to the-gructural level of unemployment in our district.

Mr. HiLER. Once again, the question directed to both gentlemen:
What would you consider full employment to be today?

Mr. MARTIN: There is certainly a lot of debate in the academic
community with regard to this issue, taking into account the rise
in labor force participation and the slowdown in growth of labor
productivity that has damped the expansion of our economic poten;
tial. Most researchers, I believe, tend to come in with.figures that
are above those that 10 or 15 years ago we would have thought
normal. So that I see more often quotations' of 6 to 7 percentsome
lower than thatas some sort of an unemployment rate consistent
with noninflationary economic growth.

We are far above those rates today.
Mr. HILER. Mr. Keehn?
Mr. KEEHN. I think the employment market and the labor for e

are changing, so dramatically and so rapidly that it is hard to
assess what would be a precise figure. Certainly; it is higher than 4
percent, which we have used in the past. I haven't seen anything
that would give me any assurance that a level of ..6 or 7 is absolute-
ly full employment. But I would tend to think that it is in about.
that area.

Mr. _FIILEe. Mr. Keehn, I think in your prepared testimony you
commented that unemployment, was at its highest level since the
Depression. How about employment in terms of a percentage of the
labor force, potential labor force, and also in aggregate numbers of
people?

Mr_ KEEHN. If you would take a look at table 1 in my prepared
statement, we give some, employment numbers for the district as
they relate to the Nation over periods of time going back to 1979.
Clearly, we are operating at a disadvantage in terms of employ-
Merit in the district.

Mr. HILER. I think you are answering a different question than I
may be asking.

Mr. KEEHN. Sorry.
Mr. HiLEn. In yOtir statementand I can't remember what page

it was onbut you said unemployment was at a post-Depression
high. I presume you meant both in percentage terms and in total
number of unemployed people in the country?

Mr. KEEHN. Yes.
Mr. FILLER. You were referring to the over 10-percent unemploy-

ment_



Mr. KERIIN- Yes.
Mr. HJLER. I was curious, if you take in terms of employment,

aren't we also at a very near record for employment in terms of
percentage of the potential labor force and in utilization

Mr. KEEHN. Sorry, I missed your point. In terms of the absolutes,
the employment level would be higher than it, was in the. Depres-
sion. In relatives, I was just suggesting that the employment rate is
not as high as it has been

Mr. llILER. If I might just ask one more question, Mr. Chairman,
in this round.

Mr. Keehn, you mentioned iir,-your statement, I think as the
chairman had commented, just a whole litany of factors that have
affected the region. I think some of the things you mentionedab-
senteeism, State and local taxes, unemployment compensation, dis-
ability benefits, wage rates, percentage of old capital and older fac
. tories, number of strikes, percent unionismjust a whole variety of
things if we have an above-average recovery over the next 2 to 3
years, how much of the unemployment problem that we have in -
that Midwest region that you are from would go away, and how
much is due to these other factors that really are almost beyond,
the ability, of the Federal Government to directly influence?

Mr. KEEHN. I can't give you an exact amount. But I can certainly
reply that I think the structural issues that I have tried to out-
linethe pollution control laws, for example; the higher than aver-
age employment costs in our districtmake it very difficult for the
region to recover on a fully competitive basis with the other areas.

o I think that even with a very good recovery, we will lag, to
some extent.- Having said that capital goods are terribly important '7
in our district. And they will lag. We will get to a point if the re-
covery continues, then the capital side will begin to show improve-
ment. That will be fundamentally important to our district.

But, even then, these heavy capital industries are going to be op-
erating at a disadvantage because of the reasons I have tried to cite
in my testimony. And I think it will be important that people un-
derstand these issues and try and correct them so that as we go
forward on the longer basis we can continue and be fully competi-.bye.

Mr. finErt. Thank you.
I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FAUNTROY. The gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Barnard.
Mr. BARNARD:Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr.. Martin, if you could just for a second this afternoon take us

into the inner sanctorium of the Federal Open Market Committee,
could you tell us some of the considerations that go on there in de
termining the scope of the monetary policy? I mean, what are some
of the indices that are considered in making those decisions?

The reason I am getting around to the whole question, is unem-
ployment at any time considered?

Mr. MARTIN- Yes, Congressman Barnard. There are events that
lead up to the actual determination of ranges for the broad mone-
tary aggregates. And the verification of numbers for Ml and for
Federal funds rate, and this new non-financial credit variable.

Preceding that stage, .there are many hours of consideration, be-
ginning usually with the reviews of the reports from the 12 Federal



Reserve Bank Presidents, including Mr. Keehn, as to the economic
conditions in each Federal Reserve district, including the unem-
ployment levels; the comments by the staff of the Federal Reserve
Bank, perhaps by the Presidents themselves, with regard to partic-
ular industries, their condition, their employment, productivity, the
outlook and other types of information.

On the national level, the staff briefs the members of the FOMC
as to the many indexes of economic health. There are reviews, ex-
tensive reviews, of the economy, including the employment, unem-
ployment underemployment and so forth. All of these matters are
discussed prior to the review of international debt situations, credit
situations, foreign economies; all of this prior to financial markets,
interest rates, monetary and credit aggregates.

Mr. BARNARD. Ineetting the monetary policy for the entire coun-
try, then, there would be a feeling of unemployment writeoff in Set,
ting some of those targets at times; w_ouldn't it be so?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, certainly--
Mr. BARNARD. I mean, because unemployment varies, as we have

stated today, in such a degree from one part of the country to an-,
other.

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, sir. The Congressman is quite correct--in set,
ting national monetary policy, while it is necessary to review
region by region, one finally comes to a putting together of the
whole pattern, and setting national targets_That is correct.

Mr. BARNARD. Therefore, you would certainly disavow the criti-
cism of the Federal Open Market Committee that no consideration
is made of unemployment in setting monetary policy. You all do
consider that?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, sir. As a factual matter, we do.
Mr. BARNARD. You would feel probably not disinclined to want to

comment, but the thing that concerns me is that the condition we
have today, wasn't it pretty much predictable as far back as 10
years ago, with the high rates of inflation being what they were?
Wasn't it very predictable that some place in time we were going
to get caught up in inflation to the degree, that we were going to
have this current situation? '0 0

Mr. MARTIN. I think there is some merit ill what the Congress-
man says. In the early 1970's we were attempting to discharge our
responsibilities around the world, and at the same time move into
a very substantial expansion of our entitlement programs. We were
beginning to be concerned about productivity.

Mr. BARNARD. That is when we have notably seen a decline in
productivity.

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BA_RNARD. The question is Wily didn't the Federal Monetary

Committee take Financial policy in hand at that time? Weren't we
experiencing an overexpanding financial monetary market back in
a period of time when we really should have been showing more
restrictions?

Mr. MARTIN. Certainly one can look back and find periods of
time in which we overexpanded the provision of reserves to the
banking system. At any moment when FOMC is trying to look out-
into the future, we are acutely aware that forecasting is not only

7



not a science, but one can even question whether it is much of anart.
I cite the blue chip economic forecasts in which some 45 forecasts

were shown there. The variation from what actually happened in
1982 was significant. We are aware that the best of forecasts have
a wide variation around them. If you were on the side of underpro-
viding monetary reserves in the early 1970's, then, of course, you
may unduly tighten the credit by that measure and pay the price
in unemployment and slower growth.

Mr. BARNARD. But this is what we have done in the last recent
_ months, isn't that true? I mean, in other words, the present Feder-
al Open Market Committee, the one dating back the last year and
a half or 2 years, they have come to grips with the problem and
they have said we are going to do something about it It has had a
writeoff in high unemployment and high interest rates.

So the point is who made the best decisions? Were the best deci-
sions made in the 1970's, or were they made in 1981 or 1982?

Mr. MARTIN. I find it very difficult to answer that question, but
let me attempt it in a more or less technical way_.

The selection of the data and the- variables on which to target
the provision of bank reserves and the application of monetary
policy, vary depending on the circumstances. In one period of time,
the external shocks which may come in and throw off the smooth
application of monetary policy may come from the price sector. It
may be there are unpleasant surprises in petroleum prices as in
the two oil shocks we experienced over the last decade.

At another time the surprise may come from the international
credit side. And it may be a capital flow disturbance that comes in
Too much capital may come into the markets.

So one set of targets works better at one time and another set of
targets works better at another time

Mr BARNARD. But surely you weren't surprised that present
monetary goals were not going to affect employment. Surely that
wasn't a surprise.

Mr. MARTIN. No it was not sir.
Mr. BARNAJED. So I guess I am back around full scale now
Do you think, then, that reducing inflation,. which the Fed has

been so successful in doingand I compliment youhas had a
normal and natural result in affecting unemployment?

Mr. MARTIN. I think it hai affected unemployment to some
degree. I think there are some other factors affecting unemploy-
ment that we have been reviewing_ But yes, sir, is-the answer.

Mr. BARNARD. To go back to Mr. Keehn's observationsthat we
are in for a long spell of recovery, that our expectations should not
be too high, from what I understand you to say, that we are going
to be in a long-term adjustment in bringing unemployment down
were you spec g nationally, Mr. Keehn, or just from your area,
your district?

Mr. K- :N. Certainly, I was most -particularly referring to ourarea cause of the conditions which I tried to outline. I think we
are going to go through a very difficult period of structural adjust-
ment.

Mr. BARNARD. Thank you very much.
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Chairman FAIINTROY. The gentleman a__ Tennessee, Mr.
Cooper.

Mr. COOPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciated the list of factors that the Federal Open Market

Committee considers in its deliberations. One factor, it seems to
me, that should be considered is this factor: The financial markets
seem to have been a little bit jittery in recent weeks. They seem to
be increasingly jittery as the August deadline approaches for the
appointment of either the same or a new Federal Reserve Chair-
man.

I was wondering if you all considered in your deliberations the
state of the financial markets in terms of their reaction to the
leader that you could have at the head of the Federal Reserve
ginning in August?

Mr. MARTIN. It is certainly the immediate condition of financial
markets as are reported to us by the people who deal in those mar-
kets, immediately before discussion of the targeting. In terms of a
reappointment of our current chairman or an appointment of an-
other individual to that post, to the extent that we find the mar-
kets are concerned, unstable for whatever reason,. it is our job that
you have given us to try to offset and stabilize that market disturb-.,ance, regardless of where it comes from

Mr. COOPER. Do the Federal Open Market Committee actions
extend to contacting the White House, or any other publicity mech-
anism to alter their behavior pattern in regard to news releases or
things of that sort?

Mr. MARTIN. No sir, not to my knowledge.
Mr:-COOPER. So the only tools you would use would-be monetary

tools having_ to do with bank reserves or, your normal mechanisms?
It wouldn't have anything to do with the press releases issued by
the Federal Jtese_Tve or the White House or another part of the ex-
ecutive branch ?.

Mr. MARTIN. We in our press activities, of course, are careful to
review on a very frequent basis the given actions of the Federal Re-
serve Board as it acts with regard to regulation of bank or holding
company powers, or the approval or disapproval of particular appli-
cations that have some significance.

We issue, after a lag time the minutes of the FOMC itself. We
of course make known our position on various issues primarily
through the Chairman, as our spokesman, in his speeches and
other communications which are carried heavily in our press re-
leases. But we are not in a position to speak for the FDIC or White
House or this committee or any other body.

Mr. COOPER. The Federal Reserve would seem to have an interest
in the continuity of its policies. The closer we get to August, the
less appearance of continuity there will be to the financial mar-
kets. If we could arrange a transition now that would have a great
deal more_ continuity, it would seem then one that comes at the
11th hour at the end of July, or August. So it would seem the Fed
would have a definite institutional interest in continuity.

I was just wondering what efforts had been taken in that regard.
Mr. MARTIN. No efforts that I know of
Mr. COOPER. Another area of interest to me is the various meas-

ures of unemployment. As I understand it, you can have U-1 all
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the way to U-7, depending on how the Labor Department, Bureau
of Labor Statistics, wants to measure it The Fed seems to have a
great service to the American people by educating us on Ml, M2,
M3.

I was wondering if there was any educational drive to educate us
on unemployment, too, because, as I understand it, the Fed often
uses the U-4 or U-5, where if you wanted you could use the U-7,
which would be larger; or, on the other hand, you could use the 15-
I or U-2 figure, which would be dramatically srmiller.

But there is a lot of evidence from the questions today as to what
is structural, what is not I think it would be helpful if the Fed
would consider perhaps doing for unemployment what they have
already done for monetary aggregates.

Mr. MARTIN. We would be glad to submit to you Mr. Cooper, any
comments we can on those various measures.

[In response to the request of Congressman Cooper, the following
information was submitted for the record by Vice Chairman
Martin:]



Vice Chairman Martin subsequently submitted the- -

n information for the repordi

In response to your inquiry about the various

unemployment indicators, Ui through U7, I would point out that

the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reports these figures

cash month 4n,its press release 3liz the employment situation,

On release of the labor market data-each month, the Commis-

sioner of the BLS, Or. Janet L iorwOod, testifies before

the Joint Ccoaomic Committee. The Commissioner is responsible

for the preparation Of the data and is the best qualified person

to provide'information on how the data are assembled and how

the Ui through. U7 measures relate to other' indicators of labor

marketconclitions

,am attaching an article writtenby formet-CommisSioner

JuliusShiakin for the-February 1976 Monthly Labor Review, whiCh

is published by .the BLS. The article - provides background infor-

matiOn on-the Ui through U7 Reasures,-



Employment and unemployment:
the doughnut or the hole?
A- discussion of the relative merits
of various types of employment and
uneurploymerit-rates as measures of
the economy's performance and as
cyclical indicators

ilit11713 SHISItIN

The Employment Act of 1946, one of the landmark
pieces of legislation in the history of our countiy.
specifically provides that . . it is the continuing
policy and responsibility of the Federal Government
to use all practicable _ for creating and
maintaining . . . conditions under which there will
be afforded useful employment oppomunitles
for those able. willing, And seeking to work, and to
promote maximum-.employment, production, and
purchasing power.-- Among their goals, the one
which has probably received the meatest Attention
over the three decades since the passage of this lees-
'anon is that of maintaining maximum employment.
This attention has been magnified in- the past year
as unemployment rose to':record levels last spring
before showing some improvement in recent months.

The recent recession haa_ahia heightened public
awareness of the fact that while there has been wide-
spread agreement on the need for full employment,
there has been little agreement on just what full em-
ployment is. how unemployment should be defined.
or on what specific data should be used in judging

tidies Shiskin is Commissioner of Labor SIAIOUCL An
earlier version of this article was the basis of Mr. Shiskin's
earth to the Metropolitan Ecumenic Association in New
York Cio on Den IL I975.

e performance of the economy. There is even dis-
agreement on whether the focus should be on the
employment or unemployment statistics. The media
as well as the professional literaturehave focused
mostly on unemployment. This has led analysts who
believe the emphasis should be placed on employ.
ment to entitle the debate an a-the doughnut Or the
haler

More specifically, it is the problem_ of measuring
employment (the doughnut) and unemployment (the
hole) and the use of these measures in assessing
economic performancewith which this article is
concerned. Unemployment and the problems assn-
ciated with its measurement are discussed first, be-
muse this area has received the most attention over
the years; a discussion of measures of employment,
which has recently received andmore intensive study an
analysisciollows.

Measures 4sta-employment

While bath the developers and users of labor force
statistics agree that no single unemployment measure
can serve all the purposes for which such data are
needed, there is much diversity of opinion about the
most appropriate overall measure. The reason is that
the unemployment figures are used by many persons
for different purposes. Many use them to assess cur-
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MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW February 1976/The

rent conditions and short -term prospects, that is, as
a clical indMator. use the data as a measure
of hew well the -nomy relieves the economic and
psychological ardihips experienced by jobseekem.
But judgments as to what constitutes hardship arising
from unemployment vary greatly among different
political, social, and economic groups. Sortie view
economic hardship in terms of the_ithree.basic
mono of food, clothing, and shelter; Others consider
it in tercets of relative standing in the income distri-
bution, with all persons who fall in, say, the lowest
one-fifth of the range classified as experiencing eco-
niomic hardship. Still others consider those unem-
ployed with adequate income from sources other
than employment to be experiencing psychological
hardship if they cannot find a job and, therefore, are
denied an opportunity for a fuller life in some sense.
Further, many believe long spells of unemployment
for teenagers to be especially damaging to their de-
velopment as responsible members of society.

This problem should also be approached from the
viewpoint of economists, who are concerned with the
overall performance of our economy in achieving
vigorous economic growth. Looked at in this way,
a measure which is geared strictly to economic hard-
ship will necessarily he too narrowly based to give
a good picture of the total, immediately Available
labor supply; Conversely, a measure which attempts
to reflect the sum total of the undemtilization of all
potential manpower resources will undoubtedly in-
clude many persons with fairly comfortable levels of
living.
-Thus, no single way of mearuring unemployment

Tama 1. Ramps at unemployment Inetestore reflecting vat
',won

Doughnut or the Hole

can satisfy all analytical or ideological interests. To
meet the multiple needs of data users, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics regularly publishes a wide variety
of unemployment rates and indicators in its Employ-
ment Situation press release and the monthly publi-
cation. Employment and Earnings_ It also publishes :
separate data on persons involuntarily working less
than full time and on discouraged workers,which
can be added to the figures on the unemployed by-
those who wish to do no In general, it can be said
that these published statistics are not specificidly
designed to measure economic hardship, but rather
derive from an activity concept in which persons
working are considered to be employed, persons
looking for work are unemployed, and persons doing
neither are not in the labor force at all. Fnally, a
distinction must be made between the use of the
various unemployment series as cyclical indicators
and as measures of the economy's performance_

Table I presents a grouping of unemployment
indicators, or categories of the unemployed, identi-
fied by the symbols IJ-1 through T.1-7, which carries
the process of presenting the unemployment sta-
tistics one step further. This relatively small array
of unemployment measures illustrates a range of
value judgments on the hardship that is experienced
by the unemployed; going from a very rummy to
a broad yiaw.. others could, or course, make
their n selection of such indicators. The data com-
piled by `the BLS make it possible to construct a
very large number of different measures of unem-
ployment. The ones presented here were chosen be-
cause they are representative of differing bodies of

UP lueornente about elontaeanwe of unfroptoyment, la74-75
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opinion about the meaning and measurement of un-
employment; because they: are meaningful and use-
ful measures in their own right; and because They
can generally be ranked along a scale from low to
high,

No approval or disapproval of theyalue judgments
'._implicit in the selection of these series a intended
-here. All series are regularly published by'the BLS
with the exception of U-6 and U-7, and in these

sea the components are published, to they can
easily be calculated by anyone who wishes to do so.

The first series, U-1, is the number of persons
unemployed 1S.weeks or longer. as a percent of the
civilian labor force. The rationale behind the selec-
tion of this series is the belief-that unemployment-is
a more severe problem when it has lasted long
enough to cause substantial_ financial hudship_ The .._
assumption is that shorter--periods can be handled"
by unemployment compensation plus she use of
savings _and, in some eases, usB*-ice,,,, from other
family-members. ; -

ThOeceind serf s, 11-2, idthe number of-persons_
who lost their last jobs, wierf as a percent of the
civilian labor force_ The implication of -thisseries,
id that unemployment is mare serious Mt experienced
,workers, Sor whom' the loss of a job duds to sig-
"%in-bandy lower income. Here unemployment which
accompanies entry -or reentry in-at:"the -labor force
and voluntary_ jai-leaving would . appear to be con- -

sidered an inevitable but less-serious matter. _.

Sly to the number- of heasehold heads'nnetc-
ploy0 is a percent of all household heads in the
-civilian' labor force.-In this ease, it is assumed that
unemployineut is mere serious-when it acts bread-
winners Other jcibseekem, seeondaryorkers, would
presunablibe supported by the heads of households -

while seeking employment/
d.;
U-4 is the number of ittemployed persons seeking

till-time jobs, as a percebt of all those Mite full-
time labor force (including those employed-pan time
for economic reasons). The assumption liere is that
a measure which is limited to those_bnemployed who
are strongly attached to the- labor force is more
meanineul than one-which also includes more casual
and marginally attached workers_ Unemployment is .

likely to be more serous for full -time than for part-
time workers because-The former ate.inori likely to
he breadwinners, will lose more inedirta through in-

- irbility to find work, and arc more committed to the
labor force. .

1J5 is- the officidt, regularly published unemploy-

ment rate for all workers age 16 years and over.
This 'series represents the total number of persons
net working but available for and seeking work, as a
percent of the civilian labor force. It can be stewed
as the-base series from which each of the other six
series discussed in this article is constructed Through
the addition or subtraction of various labor force
and unemployment components. In a tense, this
series reflects a consensus among the many diff erent
user groups; it involves no value judgments regarding
a person's family or marital status, relative need fOr
work, or personal charactetistics. _It only requires
that jobseeking take place. It his had widespread
support from various study groups and was recent-
trienffed by the Committee to Appraise Enployment.
and Unemployment Statistics (Gordon Committee)
established by President Kinnedy in 1961.

U-6 include' ; as a percent of the labor force, the
number of unemployed persons seeking-
work, plus one -hall' 0f the number of unemploy ed
persons:Seeking part time work and one -half: of the
number of those-- involuntarily on pin-time work
schedules but desiring full-time _employment (with
the part-lime labor force given only half weig$9.
The rationalezbehind this series is that involuntary
part-time workers should .be- counted as at -least

`partially unemployed, and their loss of working time
. should be reflected in The-overall measitre. Similarly,

it is felt that unemployed persons seeking only part
time work should be given only half weight because

, Their employed cbunterparcdtbose employed parrt-
time vphiptaritywork akuht half a full-time work-
week.-the voluntary part -time .employed are also
given;b7hif weight, (This indicator is coffin-arable
thdypercent of labor forte time series which (4,,
regularly-published. ;

The final series, 17-7 is the same as_l_1-6 except
that the number of disco-waged workers' is added to

--both the unemployed ancf-labor_ force components-_
TiSiS=serio is based on The idea That the situation or;
discouraged workers Id--essentially the same as that
of The unemployedthey are jobless, want work,
and presumably are available for work. The only .

difference is that they ore not looking for foes he. -
cause they believe no work is available for thew 7t -
should be noted, however, that specific information

history 'and prior jobvseara .
aetivit is not now collected, and many of them
could be reflecting only a casual interest in entering
the labor market or maintaining an unrealistic desire
fora preshoudjob paying a high salary: .
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As can be seen from the foregoing discussion, the
data vailable from-the BLS allow intereated persons
to tnstrvcr unemployment series that range .from
thosemsing very narrow definitions of unemployment
to those based on extremely broad criteria. The aeries
selected depends largely on the panicular use to
which one wishEs' to put the data and on the ails

Suds held concerning the nature and severity of.on-
emplEsyment. :/

In table 1. the 1974 and 1975 annual average
values for each of the series U-1 through 117 are
shown along viith the values for the cyclical high and
low months orthe recent recession. In 1975. as the
task- indicates: the aeries ranged from a low value of

foi series LT-I..to a high of 1E5 fair Aeries U-7;
Each of th% series iX also plotted-on dart i on

a quarterly basis from 1953: Or the first year the
data for a particulars rtes are available, through the
fourth quarter of 1975. The chart clearly illustrates
the successively higher percentages of untmisloy em
reflected by each of the series. -

I employment -

turn to the employment statistics, to con-
.

sider two alternative employment measures_ and the
` information that hey providejor economic analysis

and interpretati- .

First, -it shout be pointed out that the employ-
Mem- figures -have 71-turneroua statistical advantages
over the unemployment figures.. .

Under the survey procedures, every person 16
years or mver in the civilian noninstitutional popula- ,.
lion iv classified as employed. unemployed, or not in
the labor force. With few exceptions, a person who -
diAng the survey welk did any work at ell for which
he or she was paid is considered to be employed.
Persons are' unemployed if they did not work at -all
during the survey week, were availdhle for work, and
actively tried to find work diring lie least 4 weeks. ,
All others ate classified as not in the labor forte.

Empioymeot, therefore, is a firmer and More oh-
ire concept- than unemployment; consequently.

it is easier no define and measure, In measuring on
employment. uncertainties can arise, such as in the
determinatiOn of Whether jobless persons are actively
seeking work or whether they arc currently available
for work. The identification of employment, .oil, the

'other hkid, is relatively straightfomard,.
Nest employment, a much larger figure than:un- s

:eMployment, is subject to a relatively smaller meas.
urement error. To illustrate, in the fourth quarter of

-

7;1975 there were 85.4 million employed and 7.8
milliumunernployed.

Additionally, the mammal adjustment of employ-
mem is more accurate than that of unemployment.
The reason that seasonal changes in total employ-
ment are relatively _small, as are changes in the level
from one period to anoth In 63i-dram, unemploy-
ment is subject to large seaso
dramatic cliings in level over short time.
As a result, the multiplicative seaso adjuitmen
method which BLS uses and which as almost al-
ways wilted well for economic s- es, introduces
distortions into the seasonally 'adj urierimIdy-
ment series w_heif the level chailf dramatically.
There-are no similar problems in-adjusting the- -ems

.

Wolin-lent stiles.
The employment series is not without statistical

And definitional problems, however. Some analysts
. believe- allowances should be _Made for part -time

Workers, Underutilind workers. and W9rkirl With
earnings below the poverty threshold.

Entruktynrenr-kbor force ratio. The first empinymOnt
measure to be considered is this employment -labor

a
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are ratio; or the percentage of the chritan labor
-^roice that it employed.. Thus, it is.simplV.the comple-

:nrent of the familiar total unemployment rate. It
provides'a.rneasure of actual employment as a per-
centage of that part of the population which has
met the market -test of working or actively seeking

Despite the: use of a 'more -solid figure in the
numerator: the'advantages of the employment-labor
force ratio over the unemployment rate are dubious.
The major public; concern lies with trends in unem-
ployment, The reason that a series such as the jobless
rate is constructed in the first place is to focus on a
problem. This is similarly true for statistics on illness,
crinr, -poverty; and other arias. Thus, public atten-
tion' has not been directed to the percent of. people
in good health; of those who have escaped crime, or
of those who arcabove the poverty threshold. Rather.
attention. s centered on the percent of persons who
are ill,who irfivebeen 'victims of crime, or who have

conks below the poverty level. And such statistical
series are compiled to provide data for those con-
cerned!with.social or economic problems.

Although BLS'reeeives occasion51' requests that
the trnployment-labor force ratio be featured in press
Wear:ea:and public -discussioni. this measure has not
rec eived widespread acceptance for use as an eco-
nomic-Ur. "social indicator. The ratio itself is not
regularly _published by the Bureau of Labor Sta-.
tistics, but it can easily he calculated by subtracting
the unemployment rate from 10th

Employment- population ratio. Another employment-
measure, and one which seems to be more useful
than the 'employmenrlabor force ratio, is the em-
ployment-population ratio. It is derived by dividing
the total civilian employment by the civilian non-
institutional population age 16 years and over.- It
is a measure of employment as a percentage of the
population, which is the group that is available for
work in-the broadest sense. This kind of measure
was suggekd to BLS in March 1970 by Professor
Milton FCedman of the University of Chicago and
had been used by some labor market analysts during
the previous decade:. It Mai been published by the
BLS in Employment and Earnings On a qua0erly
basis since April 1973. Monthly data are published
in'that periodical for the tlal employment-popula-
tion ratio only, but Ihe datameeded. to calculate the
major agesex ratios are also published there. All of
these data are also published quarterly ha the BLS

press release, Labor Force Developments, chart

_ For certain purposes of economic analysis, the
employment-population ratio may provide a better
measure of labor market conditions thms either the
unemployment or employment rate,-ithich use the -

civilian labor force as the base. The reason is that
the labor force itself may expand or contract in
response to changes in the pace of economic activity,
in contrast to the greater stability of the Population.

To the extent that persons leave the Tabor force
during an economic declinethat is, lose their jobs
and do not seek others the reduction in employ-
ment Will exceed the increase in unemployment.
Similarly; if time 0 a rapid growth in the labor
force during the expansionary phase of the business
Cycle, employment will increase more than unem-
ployment- will decline--that in persons enter and
reenter the job market at the same time that many
job losers return to work. The potential expansion
and contraction of the labor force is illustrated -by
the data which show that more than 10 million out
of a total of about 59 million persons not in the
labor force-during the fourth quarter of 1975 worked
at some time during the preceding 12 months. Most
of those leaving the labor force were housewives and
stud ents, who Wanted only seasostal or .otheetetii-
norm work, and older persons atto retired or left
because of disability. About 700.000 workers fwmc
squeezed out because of slack in the economy; ;their
two-thirds of them were women.

Furthei perspective an the potential cipansiort- Of
the labor supply is prov'ded by the data on dis-
couraged workers. In th fourth quarter of 1975,
about 1 million persbns .epoxied that they wanted
jobs but did not seek ern because of discourage-
ment over job pr-__ ects. Two4hirds of this group
were women. A larger group, 4.5 million persons.
reported that they wanted jobs but did not look for
them for a variety of reasons, such as school attend-
ance, family responsibilities, or illness. Some of these .

nonparticipants might be drawn into the labor force
if jobs suddenly becime readily available, even at -

a relatively low wage_ These groups not in the labor
force represent a reserve which could substantially
shift the size of the labor force under changing eco-
nomic conditionsfor example, in the event of a
Federal job guaranten program or the elimination
or reduction ofhe Federal minimum wage for teen-
agers.

The behavior of the labor force in the current
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recovery appears to be Somewhat different from that
of earlier recoveries. In the past, the labor force has
grown very little during the first 9 months or no of
cyclical recoveries. During the first 9 months of the
current recovery (slating from March 1975). labor
force growth has been substantial-12 million.
compared with the median path of .virtually- no
growth in prior recessions, There are several plausi-
ble explanations (or the larger than usual cyclical
growth in the labor for&-during 1975.. According
to one theory, it reflects the changing role of women
in society; in fact, adult women have accounted for
about half the above-normal cyclical growth this

.Lyear, Mother hypothesis, is [hat the combination of
inflation and unemployment has put severe financial
pressure on many families and induced an unusually
large number of family members to seek jobs. Still
a third possible reason advanced it that some-people
who otherwise might have left the labor force may
be staying in because of the extension of unempley-
merit insurance benefits. Eligibility for these payments
requires the beneficiary to be seeking work. In any
case, and for various reasons. we have seen an un-
usual cyclical growth in the labor force during the
recovery in 1975. ;

Thus, while the Unemploym ent rate is potentially
subject to wide variations as a result of special de-
velopments leading to growth or contraction in the
labor forte, the employment - population ratio .
eludes a more siahle base for a measure of labor
market activiry,-onc that is undisturbed by the shifts
of workers into or out of this labor force.

There are measurement 'problems in estimating
monthly population touRs, hut these are relatively
minor, especially for age groups 15 years and over.
A more serious problem is that there are no com-
parable population figures upon. which to base
trends in full- or part-time, jobs, as well as in cm-
ptoyment by occupation or industry.
.Sinck about Ma, the employment-population

ratio appears to have held about steady, except for
a slight upward tilt from 1970 to 1974. (See chap.
2.) However. this overall trend masks important
changes in the age-sec composition of the ratio over
this period. The ratio for adult men has trended
gradually downward, primarily in line with increas-
ingly curly retirement. On the other hand, there has
been a pronounced secular increaswin the ratio for
adult women over this period. Teenagers showed a
dual pattern over the period, as their ratio declined
between 1943 and 1934 and rose in the subsequent-.
decade- Trends in an aggregate, made - -up of mem-

r the Hole?

ponents which are moving in different directions, are
difficult to interpret Furthermore. aggregate employ=
Mein is a simplistic measure which does not take
into account variations in skills, earnings, and hours
of work. -Hours of work may be especially impor--
tail in -this context in view of the increasing propor-
lion of part-time workers in the labor force over
the last two decades. A more sophisticated measure,
taking such Maori into account, might reveal a
different trend,

Like other economic indicators, the employment-
population ratio should be used in conjunction with
the broad range of indicators of labor market swan
its currently available in order to develop a bWanced
and accurate picture of actual labor market condi-
tions. It shduld be noted, for example, that an ea-
pension in the labor force could result in an m
crease in both the employment-population ratio and
the unemployment rate. The two measures, exam-
ined together, can be more revealing of underlying
labor market developments than can measure
by itself.

It is important, as it is in attesting any economic
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indicator. to tar wary of using one number without
any breakdowns, cc has been done by some advocates
of the employment.population ratio. The BLS has
repeatedly stressed in the analysis of its unemploy-
ment statistics the importance of using the _wide
range of detail. available in order to make a 'sound-
pastern of what the underlying economic condi-
tions arc. It is equally important that this be done
With the-einployment-mapulation ratio_ Finally, it is
important to continue research into the historical
and current behavior of this ratio and its many com-
ponents. The Bureau of Labor-Statistics will try to
do further research on this-subject, within the limits
of our research resource, and we encourage- others
outside -the Bureau to do further work in this area
as well..

Ratio end Utiirriployment rate compared

it is useful to distinguish Between a "cyclical
indicator" and a ..331e13313tC of performance," as al-
ready noted in the opening section on unemployment..
A cyclical indicator shows what stage of . the
business cycle the economy is in or what stage it is
hkely to h in s000i Thus,2"cMncident" indicators
deserihe the current cyclical stage, and 'leading'
indicators, the stage that is likely to:be reached in
the period immediately ahead. The classification of
econornic indicators- according to the+ sequence in
which they move over the business cycle can be Oar.
reed out in a reasonably objective way. On the other
hand, measures of performance' of the American
economy reflect value judgnents On the goals of
economic policyfor example. high employment (or-
low unemployment) and stable prices. The donne.
on between cyclical indicators and measures of per-

formance is emphasired by. the fact that neither the
unemployment Fate nor the Consumer Race Index.
two principal measures of economic performance.
are included in the new National Bureau of Ece
nornic Research (NBER) short list of cyclical indi-
cators. fit is alto .to be noted that the new NBER
short list omits real gross national product (GNP),
the most comprehensive measure of economic output
and one of the most important measures of economic
performance, because it is not available monthly.)

In its assessment of cyclical indicators, the NBER
has devised a method of assigning to them numerical
scores, or weights, ranging from 0 to 100_ The
scoring plan covers six major elements: economic
significance,- statistical adequacy, historMal conform-
ity to business cycles, cyclical timing record,-smooth.:
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throw into clearer perspective the characteristic be=
havMr and limitationsof each indicator as a tool in.
short-term economic forecasting.

When the employment - population ratio is tested
by these standards, it comet out With a score of 76,
compared with 87 scored by the tos cyclieW indi-
cator, nonagricultural payroll employment. The ,
principal reason for its lower score is. that the
emplbyrrient.population ratio has a poor cyclical
timing record at business cycle peaks. Consequently,
the eruploymem.population ratio could not be Blasi-
fled as leading. Coincident, Of lagging at business
cycle peaks, and it lagged at business cycle trOughs.
In addition, this Series is fairly erratic over the short-
run -and, therefore,- receives a relatively low serve
for MhOOthtitSS. For these reasons. the employment-
population ratio did not qualify for inclusion on the
NBER short list of cyclical indicato,te, The total Oh-.
employment rate received, a slightly-higher score-
78but did not qualify for the new short list because
of differential timing at peaks sled) and as troughs
(lagged). While neither the unemployment. rate war
the employment- population ratio was selected for
the new NBER short list,: they both scored fairly
high. The unemployment rate, in panicular, must
he rated as a good cyclical indicator- If the fact that
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it leads at peaks and lags at troughs is home in
mind, it can be put to good use in cyclical analysis.

The unemployment rate and the employment-
population ratio must both receive high ratings
measures of performance (along with real ObIF and
the Consumer Price Index).- With this standard in
mind, it should be noted that the unemployment tate
reached a very high level over the course of the most
recent business cycle and attained-a postwar record
durihg the 19775 recession. While the employ=
menbpopulation ratio showed a.sharp drop during
the recent recession, it had also indicated prior to
the-downturn that a slightly larger percentage of the

populatMn has been working during the past S
years or sothe most current complete cycle- than
in previous postwar cycles. (See table 2 and chart 2.)
Funkier, the average for the full 1970-75 business
cycle n higher than for any previous business cycle.-
Thus.- in foram of the goal of promoting, maximum
employment, the employment-population ratio would

ACKNOWUDGMENT: The author is heavily indebted for
advice and assistance to Robert t= Stein,-John E. Bregger,
Myrtle Nelson, and John F. Stinson. all of the Buregu of
Labor Statistics.

`See. for example the remarks by former Commissioner
of L.ba statioi. Geoffrey Ft, Moore .in `A Measuring
Stick of .Employment.' The Wall Rimer Journal- May 2.
1975. in 'On :the Relishil4 of Employment Figures.'"
loner le Me editor of The wesernvon Fifer, July 25. 1973;
one in 'The Numbers Aren't Everylningt7 The Neb. Fork
Timer, Oct. 2, 1975- Sec also the analysis by Irwin
Kellner, vice president and economist of the Manufacturers
Hanover TABS Co.. -Counting the Employed, not the Un-
employed,' The New York rimer. Oct 26, 1975.

'An stray of unemployment indicatom similar to the
Nt.'t through M-7 series used by the Federal Reserve to
describe surceasively mare comprehensive definition, of the
money sopply suggested to the MOM by Dr. Otto
Orenstein of the Hawaiian Telephone co, in Honolulu. The
selection of series U-1 through U -7 included in thelist was
made by the BLS. While this list uses symbols for the nom-
ployment series analogous to those used by the Federal R.
serve, with each higher nisrMhered series representing a
slightly higher level of unemployment. it does not have the
elegant properly of representing successively broader deS-

appear to give a higher rating with respect to the
performance of the Antericen economy during the
1970's than the unemployment rate.

How can these apparently contradictory trends be
explained? The answer appears to be that there ate_
changes" in the labor force parttcipation ratea
greater percentage of the population wants to work
than in the past. Thus, a greater percentage of the
population is in the labor force, both as employed
and also as unemployed. .

For the present, we can say that the employment-
population ratio and the unemployment rate are both
useful cyclical indicators, though neither milts among
the very best. However, both measures rank close to
the top as measures of performance. Both illuminate
different aspects of labor marled conditions, and both
are necessary for a balanced view of the'oyerail em-
ployment situation: I would say oti answer
to the question, the doughnut or the hole'" is the
doughnut and the hole. 0

NOTES---m

nitiuna of unernployment compiled by adding groups at
each higher level.

'The Bureau of Labor Statistics "excludes the Armed
Forbm figures from both the employment and population
series- However, the data regularly published in Employ.
meat and &ming, enable analysts to compute an employ-
mcnbpopulaton ratio in which thP.AfMesi Forces are in-
eluded in he employm ent total as .01 as in the population
figure it they SO desire-

'A letter t ConsMistioner a Labor Statistics Geoffrey
H. Moore from FrOfesso, Milton Effedman of the Univer- -

lily of Chicago, dated Mar_ 9. 1970. There were numerous
earlier uses of the -employment-population ratio For es-
ample:see T. Deeribueg and K. Strand, "'Hidden Unemploy.
mint. 1953-677 Americo,/ EcoremnIc Reaese. Meech 1966,
pp. 71-95t Jacob Mincer, "Labor -Fore- Fardeipation and
Unemployrnefit: A Review of-Recent Evidence.- in ROW(
A. Gordon and Margaret S. Gordon, eds., ProviefiT end
Unemplaymeor iNew, Wei, John' Wiley & Sons, 19661.
h, 3, K. Strand and T, Dernhicilig Vatifiliad in

Civilian Labor Torre Participation.' Review of Roonhollel
November 1964. pp. 770-91; Alfrid Tell.,

The Relation of labor Focce to Employment,' Incrusivfor-
and Lehor Orlaiipm Review. April 1964. pp. #54-691 and
Alfred "-Labor Force Sensitivity to Employment by
Age. Sex," ladivireiht Reario.4. February /965. pp. 69,87.



Mr. COOPER. I think a submission to the general public would be
of the greater interest.

One final question is this I would like- for you to answer it as
private citizens, if possible. You urge fiscal restraint on the part of
Congress to lower budget deficits. I agree with you

I was j,lust wondering if, as private citizens, what you thought a
potential tax increase might do to the recovery?

Mr. MARTIN. I think it would be unseemly for me as a Federal
Reserve official to comment on or to attempt to advise the Con-
-gress on something that is the Congress' particular responsibility.

Mr. COOPER, How -about unofficially, then, as a private citizen,
Mr. Martin?

Mr. MARTIN. I think as a private citizen I have biases, as any
other private citizen has And those are that, if the Congress moves
toward the tax increases, I would hope there would be careful con-
sideration of taxing consumption and consideration of the effects
that taxing investment could have on our needs for building the
capital stock.

I guess my biases would go in the direction of attempting to pre-
serve whatever is possible of incentives to invest and create new
jobs. But that is a private citizen's bias.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. Keehn?
.Mr. KEEHN. Well it seems to me, speaking as a private citizen,

that any increase in taxes at this particular moment, given the
status of the recovery, would not be appropriate. Having said that
we have this longer run fiscal problem that simply has to be dealt
with.

I think it will take a very careful balance between increased
taxes to raise revenues and decrease expenditures to aid on that
side. I think we have accomplished something in the tax policy to
provide incentives to save, and I would hope we would not make a
change there but rather, consider very carefully the applicability
of taxes that would be on the -consumption side.

Mr. COOPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. FAcoRov. I thank you
The gentleman from Delaware, Mr. Carper?
Mr. CARPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to welcome

both of our panelists today.
Mr. KEEmv. Thank you.
Mr. CARPER. I would like to follow up, if I could, on my colleague

from Tennessee's question. One of the alternatives, in fact, a couple
different tax alternatives or revenue enhancers have been proposed
to the Congress earlier this year One by the President, I _think a
prospective fee, if you will on maybe imported and/or domestic oil.
Also, we have heard some talk about rescinding the third year of
the tax cut or some variation of a change in the tax cut.

One of the ideas that haS some appeal is that of capping the tax
cut, the third year of the tax cut, at some nominal tax cut per Iasi
v_ idual, $700, $500, $300. You pick-the number.

Two questions, both closely related. Would you care to comment,
please, on what impact the imposition of a fee on domestic and/or
imported oil might be expected to have on inflation and on aur eco-
nomic recovery_ And secondly, what impact might the enactment of
a change in the third year of the tax cut; that is, a $700 cap on the
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magnitude of that tax cut, how might that also impact on the rate
of inflation and more particularly, the economic recovery?

I don't know if I should ask you to do this with your official hats
on or your taxpayer capacity. Whichever you feel most comfortable
in.

Mr. MARTIN. I must admit I have not done or reviewed work in
this area of the impact of individual taxes through any kind of
modeling process. So I am at a loss really to respond in any very
technical way. I am aware of the arguments that have been made
in various European countries for the taxation of imported oil, and
indeed the moves that have been made in some countries to at-
tempt to try to hold up the price, with taxes, at the gas pump in an
effort to restrain the consumption of that particular need-to-be-im-
porld comModity.

It seems to me that that is worth looking into in our own case. I
am aware of the discussions here in the Congress on that But I
must confess, I do not have data or any opinion that would be of
weight to this committee with regafd to the third year tax or the
cap.

Mr. CARPER. Mr. Keehn?
Mr. KEEHN. With regard, to the second question, I would want to

know the facts as to what a cap on the tax cut would really mean
in terms of revenue. If the facts were such that it would result in a
substantial amount of money, then it would be worth -considering.

Mr. CARPER. Let us assume for the moment a $700 tax cut would
raise from $5 to $10 billion in fiscal year 1984,

Mr. KEEHN. I would be surprised if the number were that large,
but if it were that large, it would certainly be something you would
have to consider very carefully.

On the first question with regard to oil import fees, it_, eerns to
me that the price of oil has dramatically declined; the price of
energy has dramatically declined. This might be an opportunity
again it relates to the comment I made a moment ago with regard
to consumption taxessince a tax on oil imports is basically con-
sumption oriented. It would be a way in which this could be accom-
plished. At the same time, and certainly not incidentally; it would
provide an opportunity for the increase of domestic production, and
that has a whole series I think, of beneficial effects.

Again I would want to look at the numbers very carefully. But if
it was an interesting number, it is something I would want to think
about very carefully.

Mr. CARPER. Thank you Next question: As.the economy recovers
this year, and hopefully next, what factors will be acting to one,
rekindle inflation, and two to moderate or dampen the rekindling
of inflation? It is a two part question. That is the first part.

Mr. MARTIN. Well the rekindling of inflation is an ever present
and major danger.--As the Congressman knows, prices have-begun
to flrm in areas in which demand is growing. For example, the first
sector of our economy to show broad recovery has been housing. I
understand the price of new housing at the sales market level has
already begun to float up some This after less than 12 months of
recovery in housing.

Second, we are all aware that sensitive commodity prices and
certain raw materials such as lumber, have already shown, particu-
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lady where discounting was severe during the recession, t uhstan-
tial increases. Some lurnber prices being quoted now are'40 to 50
percent higher than they were 12 months ago.

I think we have to be careful to sort out in reviewinglthese price
increases, the potentially alarming implications that this data has
for inflation from the aspects of the increases that indicate a- recov-
ery in prices for raw materials, commodity..and semifinished goods
that is necessary to bring production back up to a breale?evenpoint.
Cdpper mines, in which the price is only a fraction of-the cost of
production, of course, there are going to be some increases in
copper.

The-more fundamental question, though, that should be in every
one's mind is, as the economy recovers, are there wage and price
increases that are expectational in nature? That are 1.iiiicipting
shortages? That are anticipating higher prices in the filture? To
date, there has not been much of that It is the anticipatory side of
wage settlements and of contract renegotiation between vendor and --
user that so far have not shown a lot of this really alarming lead-
ing indicators.

Mr. CARPER. MT. Keehn?
Mr. KEEHN. I think I would divide the risk into two broad-tate

ries: first, wage escalation', and second, price escalation. -pealing-
with the second one first, I think one of the more interesting deveh-
opments that has come out of this recession is the very subStarqiar
reduction in br#ak-even levels by a lot of our operating industries.
It has been accomplished in a number of ways, but among others;
as I suggested in my testimony, a significant number of plants have
simply been closed down. The productive capacity in m y of our
basic industries has beenVery significantly reduced.

As we get into the recovery and as operhting ratios g back up
from what is currently afvery loW level, there is gain o be a
temptation on the part -otindustry to bring back some price in-
creases. We are already seeing this The -vice chairman has -corn-
mented on a number of commodities where you are seeing price in-
creases. I think you will see this following through into product
prices. As the operating ratios go back up, r think you aye going to
see a snugging up of prices. Not so much overt price increases as
the elimination of disdounts from list and that type of thing.

The other area the other side,- wage escalation; I think as we go
forward into negotiatians, bargaining sessions and the like_ as cor-
porate profits improve, I think labor will want to regain some of
the concessions that they have given up. I think labor will also
want to try to increase some of their demands in the bargaining
process.

These two areas, wage escalation and price escalation, are the
risks that I would see. Both would be considerably influenced by
the outlook for inflation and inflationary expectations. If in fact,
on the wage side and the price side people have an optimistic-out-
look with -regard to inflation and can count on continued price sta-
bility, I think their attitude in these two areas will be different.

Mr.- CARPER, Thank you My time .has expired. On the second
round I will come back with the second half of my two, part ques
tion. I will give you & little signal. I am going to be asking you of
those factors enhancing or depressing inflation over which does the
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Fed have some control; and over which does the Congress have
some control? .

Chairman FAUNTROY, Mr. Martin, there have been persistent
questiong as to the type of recovery that the Fed would like to see
happen. On the one hand the Fed could be trying to foster' recovery
with real growth in the first year or so comparable to past recover-
ies-6 to 7 percenteven at the risk of a modest rebound of infla-
tion from the current 3- to 4-percent rate, On the other hand, the
Fed could be trying to foster a recovery with a slower rate of, rail
growth the first year or sosay about 5 percentin order to hold
inflation at those rates. Since the choice of these two courses obvi- -

ously has implications for employment, I wonder if you would tell
the committee which of these kinds of recovery the Federal Open
Market Committee, and you personally, would like to see happen.
Specifically, if real growth this year turns out to be 6 to 7 percent,
would the Federal -Open Market Committee view that rate as an
overheated expansion which should be restrained or as an appro-
priate or proper response?

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, a' 6 or 7 percent real growth for this
calendar year would be one in which I think we all as citizens
would applaud. A 6- or 7-percent real growth would mean, I think,
that unemployment would decrease more rapidly than the numbers
we were previously reviewing. If 6 or 7 percent could be accom-

oplished while inflation was kept within the 3 to 4 percent range, it
would seem to me that that would be a very salutary outcome,

I think our problem is that the economy has a momentum of its
own that is affected. by -monetary policy, affected by fiscal policy,
affected by these international developments. And we all are in a
sense adjusting to what we are finding out there in the marketg.
We are finding a little° bit stronger recovery by half a point or
three-quarters of a point than some of the consensus forecasts were
just a few months ago. I think it is monetary policy's job to accom-
modate that higher rate of recovery. And so far we have not been
constrained by leading indicators of inflation's renewal, as _I have
testified in the previous question.

So. I think my answer would be the recovery is getting a little
stronger, And it is our job to accommodate that And so far, we
don't see we have to pay the price in rekindling inflation.

Chairman FAuNtuoy. Mr. Keehn, you have, given us, as I indicat-
ed at the outset, a pessimistic' picture of unemployment, and of the
employment outlook in your district. You have discussed the de-
dining population, you have talked about business closings, and
you have noted,. with some emphasis I think, the demolition and
disposal of factories and the role of limiied public transportation.
Do you foresee any bright spots in the employment picture in your
district? What do you suppose could be done now?

Put another way, what advice -would you give our friend, the
Governor of Michigan, who previciusly to becoming Governor had
served on this committee and chaired the Subcommittee on Eco-
mimic Stabilization ?'

Mr. KEEHN. Well, Mr. Chairman I am sorry that my estimony
is being viewed as a pessimistic outlook. In fact, it is a ra er factu--
al assessment, of conditions in the district, and really w the pas-
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sage of time and Borne im rovement in- the economy we are feeling
better about things out. t ere than we certainly were a year ago.

With regard to your specific question concerning Michigan, there
are some very significant imbalances, if you will, in Michigan. I
have pointed out some of them in the tables and in my testimony.
For example, the unemployment compensation rates are high; the
workmen's compensation rates are high; the level of compensation
costs are comparatively very, very high. Compensation costs are 33
percent over the national average. Just salary and just pay, not in-_ ,

eluding the fringes. I think if Michigan is going to address the
issue and is going to revive the State, they are going to have to
look at these comparative disadvantages and begin to do something
about them.

To give you a specific, Michigan has a usury law that we view as
being very burdensome. It is very difficult to operate a financial in-
stitution in the State of Michigan with the usury law that they cur-
rently have in place. As a result of that they are losing some em-
ployment. Some of the financial institutions are moving into other
areas so they can operate without the effect of that usury law.
These are the types of issues that we think the States are going to
have to look at very carefully if they are going to try and put
themselves back on an absolutely competitive basis with other
areas of the country.

Chairman FAuNTRov. Mr. Martin, in your statement you stress
the need for positive solutions that mitigate the dangers associated
with persistent high structural deficits. Let me first say I agree
with you My concern is that folks over at the White House and
Pentagon apparently don't agree. As you know, both the House and
Senate haVe passed budget resolutions which differ in a number of
details, and which will have to be worked out in conference. How-
ever, both provide for lower deficits through smaller defense in-
creases, more social spending, and higher taxes than the adminis
tration has sought. There are currently reports that the adminis-
tration is not going to cooperate or compromise in this matter but
will employ the veto_ Would that be in your view, a positive solu--,
tion to our problem now?

Mr MARTIN. Well Mi. Chairthan, I think it would be presump-
tious of me. I can't speak for the Federal Reserve in this matter.
We haven't reviewed those two alternatives, so I would have no au-
thority to speak. I think I would be getting beyond my field of ex-
pertise if I were to respond to the chaiTrnan. I would respectfully
decline to comment.

Chairman FAI./NTROY. Mr. Keehn, would you care- to respond to
that?

Mr_ KEstiN. Mr. Chairman, I really don't think I would ha've
anything that I could add that would be useful to the committee.

Chairman FAUNTROY. Maybe I can get Mr. Barnard to respond.
No.

Mr_ BARNARD. I would be glad to.*
Chairman FAuNTRov. Mr. Hiler?.
Mr. HILER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr_ Martin, I have to say that I am_ a little bit surprised that you

either have no opinion, or that you plead lack of technical exper-
tise to respond to the question as to whether you think the third
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year of.the. Wont should be elirrlicnated. I think in an earlier -ques-
tion, when someone asked whotbriler it _should be eliminated or
capped, you said you had no ooirlizvon, or did not have the technical
expertise to be able to respond Lito that as to what impact that
would have on the, recovery. Yon would have to be the only major
policymaket in the country that Ilkins no opinion on that

Now, certainly several times tilIzas afternoon you have told us we
should get the deficit down arid do these different things. This is an
option. You, as an individual, as someone with an economic and
banking background, must have acr_ri opinion on whether or not the
third year of the tax cut should Et be repealed or not and what
impact that would have on an economic recovery.

Mr. MARTIN. Well I interpreted the previous question as indicat-
ing a request for a quantitative inumeasure of what sort of impact a
particular met of revenue mea.stireies would have Not having the
data I felt I should not respond any quantitative way. Of course,
in terms of increasing taxes in tirly.-cy way early in a recovery, this is
a kind of measure. that would any of us pause in that the re-
covery is in such an early stage. Tr 'o increase taxes at such an early
stage is a highly risky operation- Zs- And I would rather not see that
-kind of a measure enacted.

On the other, hand, in regard tozo our .responsibilities for setting
monetary policy, we are working it7mi. markets in which the Treasury

coming to market for $10 billio-mn one week, $12 billion another
week, $15 billion another week;:z arui those massive calls on the
markets are something we are corLi=i_ng with on a week-to-week basis.

In the short run, I am concetoem,d about raising taxes of any sort
early in a recovery. But over the longer run in terms of a rising
deficit and its management, it is a very difficult matter today.

Mr. IdizEir. I will interpret thaV saying that you would be skep-
tical of the wisdom of raising talee_.,S in this early stage of the recov-
ery, that it could have a negative in_rnpact.

Mr. MARIIN.Yea, sir.
Mr. Let me ask the question. While you are skepti-

cal, the other point you mention iej_s that the defidits are worrisome
to you I presume that probably' IT the out-year deficits, more than
the deficits in the next 6 months,

Mr. MARtin.That is correct:
Mr. HILEk. One way or another, do you-view the option of raisin

taxes or reducing spending as havItang equal impact?
Mr. LVIAirriu. No, because we a,tet, in a low saving, low investment

cycle. An incentive-to invest and Ito create.new jobs, in new enter-
prises and expanding existing eritftzerprises, is very important to us
in sustaining economic recovery rTherefore, it seems that there is
an economic case for reducing sprding as long as that can be done
without adversely affecting thosk who truly need the welfare and
support. In general, I believe that it would be preferable to reduce
the spending than to rais:taxes.

Mr. HILER. Let me ask theiy a thEhird question. If the option is be-
tween borrowing a dollar aid trtizang a dollar, to eliminatea dollar
of deficit thaf is not solved,' say, by economic growth, or say to
eliminate a structural deficit,- or is to eliminate a deficit that is
driven by higher spending, do yoi- mi think those two options are of
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equal impact? you think a'clollor of tax has less impact than a
dollar of borrowing to eliminate ii deEeficit? -

-
Mr. MARTIN. I think to borrow 13 to eliminate the deficit may be

somewhat contradictory. I think in = terms of any revenue measure,
o iits incidence very much depends n . the nature of the tax. The inc-

deuce f a tax obviously would be IT taken into consideration by you
and b others of this body in determining whether or not so to
eon But borrowing to finance nize.n ever larger -deficit, giveh our
goals monetary restraint, can nmnly place a tremendous burden
on pri to credit markets and cot.onsequently, on business invest:.
moot.

Mr_ HILER, might just take another second here, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman FAuNrTnoy. Certainly, f..._4Jlease go ahead.
Mr. Flitxn. I am. not sure I untiErstood your ,answer. It may be

because you didn't understand my question. I don't know. I guess
the point I was driving' at is that many people view borrowing a
dollar to take care of spending beyond what existing tax revenue is
has i more adverse impact on the economy and credit markets
than does taxing another dollar to , elh;ninate that dollar's worth of
deficit.

Do you .view that to be the case, r 9r do you think they have the
same net impact?

Mr. MARTIN. think we are tallirr rig about the impact of two-poli-
cies which have to be wei ted partrticularly depending on the state
of the recovery we are in ere Is a- an expectitional side that is a
little tricky, in that if the bond tra--aders feel there are going to be
very heavy outyear deficits, that i:Eis different from borrowing the
dollar today. Raising taxes today, dftlepending on what kind of a tax
it is, of course, will take money out-_t of the private sector spending
streirn. And therefore in the ireirnetriate short run may be injurious
to a kind of an average or below av--rage recovery.

The markets may interpret the t.z.zax, however, as meaning lower
deficits out in the future, and it zna,--_y have salutary effects on inter-
est rates through expectations. So N--.To-a are caught in the shortrUn/
longrun dilemma here.

Mr. MILER. I thank the gentleman ea. Yield back.
Chairman FAuxrraciv. Mr. Barnarod?
Mr. BAntifAnn Mr Martin, do Yc, ou think we ought to have an

amendment to balance the budget?
I see Where the distinguished i minority leader on Ways and

fvleans is reintroducing his balan,=ce-the-budget amendment this
week. Do yoU think we need such a stipulation in the Constitution?

Mr. MARTIN. I think that it is ah--..Ways appropriate to explore new
ways to get, at the question of contr..olling expenditures-and further-
ing growth. The v us proposals for constitutional amendments
that have, come fortt ave, of coure, required all kinds of institu-
tional changes and exceptions, exoe:,...Ptiotc6a1 circumstances in which 'r
the budget would not have to be bAh. lanced. I am fearful that overre-
Hance on procedure or technique frz=my blind us to the necessity of
milking the hard decisions to redue certain kinds of spending that
are not necessary to the lower incorome groups, and to readjust our
revenue structureso as not to ilitertere with tomorrow's unemploy-
ment.
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So I guess my concern =with consideration of constitutional
amendments is the 1.-ar of distracting the deciaiczzuunakers from the
hard decisions that need to be reads now in both sides of the
income statement.

Mr. BARNARD, I avers just interested to see vviSkiat you would say
about that little issues-

The -Williamsburg _summit is naticoncluded, end everybody has
gone home happy with idealistic gnats of lower interest and lower
unemployment, and o forth, which means that if we are going to
accomplish all of thse goals with all of these industrial nations,
aren't we going to ve to have sumesirriilarity -__ in evaluating some
of the problems, suci- as don't we have some difference in evaluat-
ing Ml, M2, and M2, and setting monetary goal, as opposed to our
European friends? a

Mr. Mum Well I am privileged to attend meetings from time
to time of the Batik__ of International Settlerriets at which other
central bank represP--,_,Matives are there. I must why, like any other
group of functionaris, we tJk nap. For inststce, we talk about;
why is it in Canada 2 you are not focusing on Ml I,`_" hardly at all any-
more? Why is it, in t e United Kingdom you fi ve got three meas-
ureS of the money srpply, as we hoe, et cetera.-._. I think that there
are mote similarities than differeaces. Once yOl...11 allow for the fact
that some Europein countries use a lot of ts11 and not much
checkbook, the prololms are quite similar.

Indeed, I must obs--erve that in country after country, the growth
curve of Ml or its quivalent in Germany on r-United Kingdom is
rather surprisingly r=uite similar wars. That Vs, they are overtar-
get with it, too.

Mr. BARNARD. Bint .. they don't have the fluoltations we have, do
they?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, sir, they have very substantial fluctuations.
Once-allowing for e=_11 the adjustntents you 11a ve to make in the
growth of the aggretes, they have very substantial

Mr. BARNARD. 1w that because of the structirre of their banking
community there?

Mr. Wm. I thi-Alc it is becaiise the market in these countries,
particularly for go9F rnnient securities, are therrselves volatile. The
moveinenf in those markets affects the deposit=s in the various fi-
nancial institutions country by country. And t_=.hey have the same
variability in rnarli-ts that we have in market, and it affects the
growth in their riion= =Mary aggregatesas it affect---=z our growth.

Mr. BARNARD. WI-=tat do you see 09 Vice Chaiman of the Fed as
the value, the ecorio=r-nic value, of theSnmmit?

Mr. MARTIN_ I th___nk it is a valuable exercise in the coming to-
gether of individuni who carry enormous nr=onsibilities. I think
there is the same rr=erit in those---reetin tEaiere is merit in the
meetings of yourself, sir, with ode portant-z_ senior members of
other committees ir= the CongressCong -ress think it a person-to-person
kind of communicatMon that. is

Mr. BARNARD. I h.ve no other uestions, Mr. el Chairman.
Chairman FA.UN'TOY. Mr. Car ri

Mr. CARPER. Thank you, Mr. man.
I would like t k up, if I vo Ig, where- w=e left- off. You may

recall the two par question king. (1-ie first part of the



question you both addressed was what are some of the factors that
could prospectively increase or further dampen the increase in the
rate of inflation.

The second part of the question I would like- ou to now address,
if you will, is what sway does the Fed have over those factors, what
swa4 if any does the Congress have over those factors?

MARTIN. Well, the way that the Federal Reserve influences
in "on works its way through financial variables as the gentle-
man knows. It is our task to determine the path of the Monetai
aggregates and to determine the growth of credit. Our tools work
through financial markets, and affect interest rates, that in turn
affect money and credit' flows. As each of those variables is impor-
tant to the path of the economy, it influences the total inflationary
situation.

If wp think-40f our role in the context of a multiple-equation
model of the. economy in which the various forces and factors af-
fecting inflation are all coming together and interacting, we have
much to say about the rmancial factors that affect the level of _eco-
nomic activity. But in terms of other forces, such as the restructur-
ing of the 'labor force, the retraining of workers, the mobility of
human resources and physical resources from manufacturing to
the service trades and activities, the work ethic, people's attitude
toward productivity, there are economic-forces that are outside our
control. Monetary policy is an important factor in determining ehe
path of growth of nominal income; but there is a range of -uncer-
tainty surrounding how any given monetary policy, when combined.,
with other economic forces, will affect real growth and inflation.-
We make every effort to be careful, that_ our policy is having the
impact we intend.

r. CARPER. That addresses part of the question. That is, what
ors does the Fed have sway, over. How about the Congress?

What do you see us as the Congyess having some sway over?
Mr. MARTIN. Well the Congress, of course, has influenced many.,

factors. Your passing and reconciling two different budgetary reso-
lutions immediately affects private markets as participants evgp-
ate the potential competition for funds. Your various enactments
in the deregulatory area bring competition into markets formerly
protected because of statutory and regulatory bars to competition.
Yours is the action kr inaction With regard to the International
Monetary Fund quota, to World Bank funding considerations. You
influence us and the other bank regulatory_agencies with regard to
the controls over international lending in the future. Of course,
you supervise us, so it seems to me that there is very little the Con-
gress doesn't have under its aegis.

Mr. CARPER. All right. There have been some recent reports-of
significant increases in productivity in this country, I think -ate
first quarter numbers for this year were quite encouraging com-
pared to previous years.

To what do you attribute those changes? What impact, if any,
may we look to because of those changes to say, rates of unemploy-
ment, to the rates of inflation?

Mr. MARTIN. In responding, I would say, that we are caught in
the short run/long run dilemma again. I would certainly verify
that the output per hour relative to 1 year ago, first quarter of
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1983, shows a plus 2. ;3 perc ent. ff you compare that with the first
quarter of 1982 on the same basis, it showed a minus 1.1.

The increase in unit labor costs, again citing the year ending in
the first quarter, is only 3.6 percent. Take that back to first quarter
of 1981" and you get a 9.9 rise in unit laborlcbstS. So certainly the
productivity figures are encouraging.

Now unfortunately) much of the gain in productivity is of
course, due to a short work week and a widespread curtailment in
the use of labor. The question is going to be, now that demand is
rising and the work week is lengthening, will productivity hold?

My guess is-that it will hold for some period of time becattce, the
flip side of this awful rate of unemployment and underemployment
tha_t you are rightly concerned withand we are=is, of course, you
gee-higher productivity, and that makes a given occupation and a
given industry more competitive, more competitive, particularly in
the international area. If we could get back a couple of million of
those jobs in export agriculture, export industry, export services, it
would so useful to all of us.

Mr. CARPER. One last question, if I could. V youl just trace
briefly for us the history of real interest rates, and I mean very
briefly. Also take a close look,,if you uld, at real interest rates
over the course of, say, th'e last 12 month . 0

'Wily are they stijying so high? What an we do collectively to
bring them down? ,

,

r. MARTIN. If I may, I will submit the data to you with regard
to month-by-month 'Interest rates over that period of time. To be
responsive to your question, .real interest rates have stayed' stub-
bornly high oydr the period of time that you have indidated. This is
particularly a functibn of the fact that most 'price indexes have
been.coming down

~so

much; that although interest ratqs have had

some decrease up until the last few weeks: prices have fallen
faster." There appears to be some doubt, particularly in long-term
markets, that inflation will stay at these. recent low rates. .

So we have a real interest rate that is a burden on the recovery
.and one in which there are very few historical precedents for in
this country. There-are a nurinber of factors involved, and there is a
degree in which we don't know everything there- is to know about
real interest rates. / I

Certainly, one_ major factor is the expectation of out year,rtlega-
deficits colliding with the need to finance equipment, plant, Yen-

tory*, receivables, and overseas trade. If you are a portfolio ma
buying ry- and 10-year c_ibligzitic_ms, you :,Ire going to require the bor-
rower to pay 12 or I.:3,percent, because you feel like inflation is
going to be back up there when that obligation comes due.

Or 3 or 4 years down the oad when you have got to explain to
your board of direCtors why you are geeing such a poor return op,
those investments. It is expectation al in large part.

Nit-. CARTER. Mr.#1artin, Mr. Keehn, thank-you both very much
for yourappeaianceiand testimony today.

response to the above question of Congressman Carper, the
following_ .letter was sent by Mr. Martin containing the requested
data: 1 (
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WASHINGTON

July 27,1-983 MilEttiN
VICE C.Aig1,13f,

The Honorable Thomas R. Carper
House of Representaeives
Washington, D. C. 2O5a5

Dear Mr. Carper

I am pleased to submit the enclosed material in
Orespon'se to your question during the hearing on June 1 before
the Subcommittee on Domestic Monetary Policy concerning thelevel of real interest rates over the last 12 months.

As you are aware, ;several pitfalls exist to arriving
at w specific deter ination of tfie real rate of interesc,,for
any given period of time The most obvious. of these relates
to the, selection of.the appropriate nominaLinte'rest race and
an inflation index for analysis from the 1Nde variety of suchindicators available. From the perspective of assessing the
most current real interest rate lev;ls, an addl,tional problemexists in that real int*est rates may be regarded 4s a measure
of current nominal rates, that are observable in credit markets,-
less expected inflation rates that are not. For these reasonsI. have provided alternative measures. of real rates over the
last 12 months for your review. Also encloeed are data on,
the movement of real rates over a broader period, 1959-83.

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Preston Martin

Enclosures
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Chainnan FAUNTROY. Mr. Martin, on a related matter, yesterday
the stock markets fell 16 points,- investors be-

lieve that the current above target Ml growth would' force the Fed_
to tighten and sefid interest rates uff A week Or so- ago you said
that the Fed would continue to pay-less Attention to -M1-thanto-M2
and to M3. Irilight.of-thafstatement, do you think that the market
is overreacting-to the Ml growth? In ydur view, is,it,necessarY to
tighten monetary,policy in order to bring down the. Ml growth?

Mr. MARTIN. Let me answer the seceng question first, if I may I
think it may be helpful to do it that way.

We are still looking forward to the completion of the kinds of ad-
justments inlhe holding of money and near monies kinds of assets
that we have seen in the M2 and M3, After all, rated of growth in
those two broader aggregates were very much higher just a few
months ago.

We have had some relief in Ml. But the question is How long
will it hold? And some relief still leaves you way above fhe "upper
line of the curve as -far as that aggregate is concerned. I don't
mean to imply we are ignoring Ml. We can't.
-There is still enough of a relationship between -the growth in

nominal gross product over time and Ml, even when it is behairing
in such an erratic way, up one month, downtianother, so that one
cannot ignore Mi. But the more basic considevrations are still fur-
thering the recovery, the strength of that recovery, and what indi-
cators are there that inflation is comingoback

I hope I have been tcandid and of some use to you in your think
irig to indicate that it looks as though the recovery is a little
stronger, but it doesn't look like inflation is coming back. It seems
to me it is more important to watch the illflationa leading-indica--

s than it is purely the Ml. But one can't
ry

ignore it.
I guess in sum, it is one of, several factors w e to consider.

But we shouldn't be governed by it alone.
Chairman FAtArraov. Gentlemen, I wan_ t to thank you . very

much for your thorough and provocative testimony. We lia all
benefited from it and I am sure that the committee and the public
at large is in your debt for the time and-energy .you have commit-
ted to, preparation for today.

Thank you so `very much.
With that, the hearing will come to a close.
[Whereupon, at 4:05 p-.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.]
[The following article "What Is 'Full Employment'. submit-

ted by the subcommittee for inclusion in the record:]



n the 1960s, it was a 4%jobless
rateToday, some aVierts say it's-

7% or higher, not-le-Del the voters
ultimately tolerate has proptind
implicationstar the inflation rate

the future of the GOP.

Fell employment. which has be
_a lung-tan national goal under

: both Democratic and Repnbli-
can Adminiitrabbris, seems to be a
distant. target thew days. But even
before this relentless recession sent
the rption's jobless rate to a 41-yea
high of 10.8%, the experts were
alarFir divided as to what level of
iims-nploymentS%, 6%, 7% or
highe_rconstitutes "WI" employ-
ment in a complex, rapidly changing
economy M which many of the Old

dunallts are no longer valid.
_ lorecivef, for the fifsrthme in two

decades the F-resident's Council of
Econondc Advisers considered drop-
ping the Whole cotifiepeof full employ-
tent in its 108.3 Econotrac Report,
"Identifying a number that you can call
ND emolument is awkward and puts
you into a fuzzy never-never land."

,maisitains CE,14' member William
Poole. Thestim4-honored way of using
such a figure to calculate =potential
Gross National Product "sets unrea-
sonable GNP targets that lead to pol-

- icy mistakes, he adds.
. This is a far cry from the early

1960s, when CEA analysts invented

d perfected the concept of a foll,
employment budget that indicated

:what GNP and federal revenues would
be if joblessness wan at 4% web was
generdly considered to be full employ,-

'meat, In those halcyon:days of .,1%-
to.-2.% inflation. th e economy per
formed remarkably well at a 4% job-
less rare.

But the .world has changed and most
expects. both Liberal and camerae.
dye, agree that the 4%yarasdck is no
longer valid. This is due to such fac-
tors as the profold changes in the
makeup of .1 he lags force, including

Lobar. force changes

the maltsive entry of women and un-
skilled teenaged; the dismaying de-
cline. of heavy Mdustry; the rapid
growth of high-technology firms that
demand new skils; the geographic
staft,,,of plants and capital Out of the
Frost Belt to the-Sun Belt: and the'
phenomenon' of the enderuound
e onomy, which employs untold Mum-

of petiole aff -die-books,
About 6%-to-7% unernplosAent is

that eau be hoped for. in the

opinion of Martin Feldstein, chairman
of the CEA, who believes that a lower

:sate would set off another tellatidroftY'
spiral." What's more,- he sees Me
hope that the nation will get down to

'his version of full employment daring
the next five years, even if there's a
prolonged peril of grow-theta wipes
out the top Layers of "cycRraa- jobless-
ness mused by recession alone.

- TO understand why, says -Ilniver-
sity of Minnesota economist Walter'
Heller, think of unemployment as if it
were a layer cake, "There's an oboe-
lutely ivredueille minimum et the
bottom=abOut 3%that simply re-
sults twin normal %9vernent from job
to lob," he explaiM, This __call ed
"friebonar and seasonal tmemploy-
ment exists no matter what the econ-
omy is doing. explains Heller. who
Was top White House economist in
the Kennedy and Johnson
Athlinistratioos.

Indeed, as the dernoaftthie make-
up of the work force hai--ihanged.
many analysts have conauded that the
lowest natural level of frictional unerm
&merit has_risen to 6% or
The reasoning is that Women and

. DUN'S MrsINE6-s morati
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young, ineamerienced workers have
poured into the jab MAyiteand
these new entrants are deernedmore
lately to move hi and out of work. Not
an economists buy this. however. "It's
a seyast v5 w, and mria_zed at the
number of people who cite 1t, says

- University labor expert
Quinn Wis. -

The second taimr of unernploy-ment
is dubbed "sth.miumr and has nothing-
to do with the business cycle: A hilt

enrage of went joblessnesS.- in
some analysts' ..view_ is due to stmt-
rata-] factors that wont he affected by
an upturn in the economy, "These arp
people who can't find Work even in a

-prosperous economy, " adds Heller.
A variety of mismatches between

ob-seekers and the Jobs that me of

FEBRUARY ion

feted is the reason structural unertr,
ploynient appears to be growing. _saps
Conference Board economist Audrey
Freedmari, She believes the biggest
pioblem is a growing skims rTliBLBAtdu
hundreds of thousands of Nue-collar
workers who_ haye been laid
shnn.l'_ ring induswuu snub as autos and
steel don't have the training for In
labm:-Fienty of companies are looking
for atornicAnbe welders; but they
can't 'use auto' weldere Freedman
notes:

Other structural mismatches are
gefigbicat the new factories are in
Houston, the jobless workers are ,in
Detroit. Often, there's a dichotomy
between the wages workers from :
Michigmn expect and the rates Toms
ethployers 4iliing or able to pay.

Soo Other facto_rs dryMg up$1oba are
Milribrain Wage laws and moo
CI-BEM :Willa mist the price of labor
heybral what a lob maybe worth. Dis-
dirnimEion plays a part as well hays
Freedman. t'Some bosses want a
thirty.yearmld white male, and the
only applicants they get areFemale,
black or over SS,- Eh BBBAB nit

If about 37. unemployment is the
rock.bottorn natural level that can't be
avoraed, and another 15% can be
Maimed on sheer demograplfics, then
law much of today's 10.8% Jobless-
nesS' in (mused by structural factors
and how Much is sanely the reathf of a
severe iiecABiBB? "Wa7Y0aY don't
know what the proportions arm- con._
tends Heller Hut he leans-toward the

view that a lot iBBIBBBBBEE that



pears to be structimal could be amefio.
rated by a strong recoVery 'Allkinds A
of things thar,could he-solved Ey .3
pick-up in demand look bite part of a
tong -term trend after the four years of-
atdgmahon viritavehad," he

Jason Deride*, chief teontifilipt of
The-Prudential Insurance Co., seen it
thiu_ way; --"Ttie,=ronipuoitieii-.'et the
work feree tak es till eMipkiyartent hp_
to S,5%-and structural changeigeth itstructural
.up to 5.5%.- Mel he arida. he6a1.1se
imempleylient .compenmbo;:rr'- mad
other jobless benefits reduce thehrge

64i-work; full embloymeM Is now
Probably 7%-tr.V.7.5%, "ion not 504%
that everyone is voluntarily, tmern-
ployed," he eriphasises. there
payrnents h.sve a definithirripab.%

His Oeira ig UndersaNect by .C11,*-
rTun Donald Oen) of hfcConiray and
Todey. Corp.: a foundry operation

eri we were
burgh, a neighbor-41g 13 closhig
its doors and 1.000 work = _

High jobless

. But we were, unable to attract. wage --ntriiCiWn we haik
even a single One of these skilled pear ' teddy, there s no way we can Mere
Ple.",tinf#1711.11 CIEMnin convinced the quickly toward even a 7% level or full
reasop was high unerdploynkrit corm :T.employmenf.7., la_e_riderly :says. He
PensatiOn. 'tinfortertately. wheqbeir, agrees with Feldstein that mcml take

benefits ran out; 'we were-no longer- t leaSifive yea and that's swam
hiring,' he adds. , - : lug steady econOrnic growl-h.

High unemployment - benefits are Such talkie hocking to labor lead=
not the oily "institutional barrier to a , -ern and liberal eerroorniete No other
lower lend of fug employment. The economy. in the world would accept

r e L a t i v e . w a g e s of -many -.1.4Z...:tholenumbers,7 says AEL-C10 ceon-

workers are a WiniOr reason -Why the John Zalusky,"-lTds level of un-

-nation's economy is not Mdleating employment is "-"a terrible waste of
ore rapidly to the threat of fereisai hum an -resouries, and the Ragan
:petition, according to yo -omi=t AdtriTt-iistration is making a Rita) nib-

arYin Jtosters of the Am mean En- 'thke-d it helievesthe,Americaupublic

terprise Institute. "The_re's nothing, -Will eepleIPr.7%." Harmed Quinn

wtog too our auto workers that a Mills is equal/your:aged; "i don't-buy
30% wage ,cut wouldn't clue,- he any of those embers," h says. "Pa
says. That souridi' hush, but it's employment should be no mote than
true' Jason Beride-dy agees that . period."' To accept P% as full
because of the wage differential be employment, Mills maintains, IS :10

tircen and foreign autoworkers, beg the purpose of what the economy
400,000 Wrocricans will _never again is all about which is to provide' pea-

led rk making cam pie with john."
Yet, ._both Beridotly and Kosters M the 1964 Presidential &e'en-

admit. it'nextremely unlikely any fast stakes get darer and closer, the cem
-- .action ki be taken fin such deeply nonalcs of the fill employment ikatte

enihe4aed. insfitufrotis. "Given the will surely take a back seat to the Nil,

tier! of the problem: , Siams..1984
dawris, the jobless-fate probably
still be more, thaM10%; And as the
Democrats inevitably mince orrJbe
Reapn Adminisaidtiorfa dismal:roe-
ord in producing john, lbe question of
what constitutes full einployMent will
no longer be academic-..This has coM
vinced ;.thany- political Mahler's Out
hasty action aimed at reducing-don.
Cg-Ogit jobusnneon is Inevitable. "If
Reawandoesn' make dkuve oroo
Congte.s-will sun gaggwerog
things." Says a worried yibite House
aide `.

However, any tithite House urge to
; act will be .seriously tempered by fear
of rekindling inflation. "We are no fax
way- horn -full employment that any

attempt tri achieve it milekly is bound
to be infiationary,' says Bendedy,
who befieves the recent easing of
mnni=t try pcilly has already Mcreased
the -rill that the CO:Ismer Price
Index cimildbo t*-1c up tO g% by mid-
1984.11e estimates that it wig take
12% teal Nl'i-gowtls k get the job,
less tote AotOi 7* in one .year.

5% real__ grOwlit tMaecomplish that

DUN'S rileieepSIS tltetnit
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goal in two yetis; and 6% steady
growth to do it in three years.
Pretty well outside the hounds of goal-

- ity.- I:tenderly comments. "And it
would have to be dotil at the expense
of stable prices."

Until the hdlation war is conc,-

r

Heller admits he had a better starting
point than the Reagan kthninistranon
faced bemuse inffatkan who near ter°
after the Eisenhower: yeIrs:
when the economy is this Weak., the
risks of expel-Won are smalland the
re-: mids are gest,- he /wanes. "The

sively won. Many analysts believe that
Reaganand the Federal Reserve
Bond--will ask Americans to keep
eefrtig the highattrimnoloymmt nestof
the battle, ',lib :bottom hoe is that
poilcyrnakers Mara really Igwy how to

Thebottem line

reduce inflation and get fa etneloY=
meat at the same time. It's never been
done,- says Berldefly.

Walter Mullet r Mae., quesnons
that this e-adeoffis eith er necessary or
inevitable. He notes that during the
early 1960s. when he was top White
House economist. unemployment was
4% and inflation was 1.2%. We had a
combination of measured expansion, a
monetary policy that could commo-
date that expansion. and L*Iy effee-
rive wage-price guideposts." he says.

White House is heingmuch too timid
omits policies"

Some analysts feel to too lite for
the landLionai expanahariMy meastau
Heller proposes. 'It took World Wart!
to get us out of the Great pepression.,
and we most launch the peaceame
equivalent to get us outef this tine,"
says Quinn Mills. It wouldn't surprise
Mills if President Reagan went on tel.
vision in a few months to announce a
Weeping "Put America, Back to

k" plan to 4reatejobs.
With a federal budget deficit of 5200

billion looming, such an enaermive idea
tiorriles moderate and conservative
economists. 'Btit the situation is no
longer p spending problem. its the
revenue side that has callused.' Mills
contends. When capital investment is
plunging foreiim trade iS Collapsing
and consumers are either unemployed

FTBRUARY 1483

or seared they will Alte mys, it's no
time te worry unduly about budgetary

A seasoned CH/t staffer Millis it
will hae 4tongess, not the White
House, that proPoses' some form" of
national Wennstructiorfpnagrarm "Un-
less the recovley reducer the 141CM'
ployment rate much more than ex--

schemes to: manage nude.,
promote hiclustrial gowth'and ball out
losers will be the order Oftheday7he
predicts.. The greatest danger. this

- economiAt adds, is that. responding to
constituent pressures. a protectionist
fever an" sweep Capitol
be a real di*ster for world tedde,'

The Reagan -AdmiistraTdd is re..
sifting such initiadves and hopes th,at

'the passage Iasi year of the measme
to finance a road xepair, program by
raising the gasoline tax by 5 cents a
Won. which could create 'about

-320.001 jobs. and the jobs Rhising
Partner-ship todeplace the Comore-
herwive Eniogyrnent and Training
Act..-wiill one the pressure for more
jobs protems. But given the level of
mwmploYment and the Democratic
gain of 26 House seats. Most obse_rv.
ers _tit a raft of newjobs proposals
to be inb-odueed. ktduthtg s MaWve
public works prosarn to rebuild the

Eyeing 1984

nation's erumblino inteasweetere
.With an eye towards the 1944- eac-
d..,,,.-iranyBepubilataS could utincrt
such a measine. And if is not "boon-
rentable that, in the end. th e White
House could cave in to the
pressure

in the meantime, abort of an all-out
assault on Joblessness there's little
hope that even- a 7% jobless ratecan
be attained until Me latter own of the .

Pernde_ bud to believe that the
Arnedcan public will either accept that-
number as the best . that can be
expectedor wait until 1557 to attain
it. ff they hope to stay in office. Re-
publimins Will have to come up avith;fa
better alternative than a skiw. Paidini;
crawl toward the most disoluerle6M-
tion of full enaploymentthemadon hie.
ever known. MASILYR WILSON


